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PLAN NURSERY
FOR CHILDREN
OF WAR WORKERS

lepot
gden,
3oyd
last
Near

37 To Leave
Tomorrow For
Induction

ReinankrPearlllarhort

BOND SALES IN
COUNTY REACH
$51,984.50

.

WORK..F16HT..SACPIFICE

Survey To Be
Made in Murray
To Find Need

rainslying
.

I

Monday Best Day Ever
For Service Stations;
Next Day Was The Worst

The 37 men who passed the physical examination for service with
the IL S: Army on November 23.
will leave Murray tomorrow at
11 A.M. for Ft Benjamin Harrison,
Ind., for induction. There were
ES in the November call. The following 37 are those who were acA survey will be made immediCalloway
Bond sales in
War
cepted:
ately in
Murray to determine
county during November reached
Talmadge Sims
$51.984 50.
.whether there are enough mothers
Bernice Wiaehart
in war or other work to establish
The November quota was $39,100.
Reuben H. Chrisman
This county has gone over the top
a day nursery in this city for their
James A. Nanney
Monday, November 30, was the
By G. B. SCOTT, Chairman of
in war bond quotas ever since the
Alfre(1 H. Wright
children; aged 2 through 5.
greatest day in history for service
Calloway County Reneger'
began
setDepartment
Treasury
Heauton Fitts
t,
stations in Calloway county. Almost
Program
The government will furnish the
months
ago.
seven
quotas
ting
Cordis !"James
without exception gyeryane had
boards have tried
salary for ji• woman to run the
rationing
The
From now on it is announced his 'tar filled to the'brim. Most
Fred L., Carroll
nursery if - the city or county govto be fair and just in all their deonly Series E bonds will be count- stations stayed open until late at
Max W. Tutt
ernment will furnish the building.
cision*, but the office is drastically
ed, in the quota. Heretofore, F night, some until midnight. ,A
Harmon
W.
Greenlee
The only cost to the mothers would
under-staffed, and under-paid and
and G bonds have been counted. few ran out of gasoline, but were
James
H.
Nesbitt
be,for any,food served to the childoubtless there are several clerical
These are bonds that are bought soon supplied again by bulk dealThomas
B.
'
,
t
Tones
dren.
errors 'that may need adjusting.
by banks and large investors. E ers. There were no long lines of
Hollis F. Hale
The general idea is that women
The gasoline rationing board in
smaller
bought
by
those
bonds
are
_Herman E. Roach
cars at the stations, but the busi- Maw instances has been unable to
are badly needed its war jobs, and
mature
in
10
years."
purchasers
and
1?) Hubert c. Anderson
ness was very steady,.
may have to be drafted if they do
grant the full amount of mileage
With this new regulation, it is beJohn L.'ftemtherman
not voluntarily enter such work.
Teepday, December 1, was the requested because of insufficient
will
have
a
the
county
lieved that
James D. Wynn
But many of them cannot leave
poorest day in history for service information and regulations regardharder time meeting Its quotas in
Joe B. H. Outland
their small children ,at home., To
stations in Calloway county. It ing the eligibility or need of certhe future.
Richard A. Hamlin
avoid the possibility Of drafting
was the first day of gasoline ra- tam n individuals. In these cases,
Loyd Compton
The December quota will be an- tioning. Many pumps were not A or et cards will enable the inwomen to work, and to provide
Damon
D.
Moote
week.
nounced
next
for children left when mothers do
ured at all. One operator stated dividuals to continue their necesHughie, N. Turner
enter such work, the government
that he sold seven gallons all day. sary driving until a review of the
William
L.
Haneline
has set up this program.
Another sold 20 gallons, but it all applicant's request can be made.
Henry E. Holton
Persons who feel they have not
went to trucks and school buses. ,
Notify Superintendent
Ben F. Adams
been granted their lawful and
Any mother who Would like to
Tire
Inspection
John D. Thompson
seek employment, but does not
Many motorists who now have necessary rations are invited to
Joe M. Ward
have a place where she can Jeave
their
gasoline rationing coupons call at the office for a hearing beAlvis E. Jones
her small child (age 2 through 5)
wondering
when they will,have fore the board. A courteous, sym.
Jay J. ritrell
under supervised care, call the
tires
inspected. - This -pathetic hearing will be granted
to
have
their
Harry A. Cain
county
superintendent's
office,
done
before
January 31, to those who wish to discuss the
must
be
There was much elation at the
Hubert E. Witty
phone 245. or fill in and mall the
according to present regulations,
Board of Directors meeting of the
Boyce Wilson
Voting places at which Calloway 'Tire inspectors have not yet been ma
. Xiirrd members, clerical help,
coupon on page -. so that those in
Calloway County Farm .Bureau
Euell W. Dyer
county farmers will decide on mar- named for Calloway coemty, but and volunteer workers have been
charge may know whether there
Saturday when "-a tabulation of
Charles R. Erwin '
keting quotas for the 1943 cotton will be named by next week, it is laboring night and day for two
is a need for a day nursery in
that the
memberships' , revealed
Erie D. Mo
Ciitinghain
crop
have been
named by the reported, and the list will be pub- weeks on fuel oil rationing, gas
Murray.
county quota had been topped and
Joe P.
uiston .
•
county AAA committee.
The day nursery,'ff estiblished,
bated 'in this newspaper when rationing, trying to get the trucks
that the membership stood at a
Hoyt R. Phillips
going-all in additien to the tire,
On Saturday, December 12, cot- they are appointed.
would be conducted by carefully
new high of 149.
sugar, coffee, and rubber footwear
ton producers may vote In the
selected workers under closely
tires
volt
soon,
be
Np.
3
grade
prospects.s
additional,
A re-view of
cotton marketing quota re,teren- 'available. An allotment of them programs. They have done 'their
liurserviattd_ health conditions,
..,
BILLY JOE 8AUNDERS
including several faithful regulars
dum at the following places: New will be-made to Calloway 'county best under Jeensondous
This proposed nurseryNvill not
Billy
.
Joe
Saunders,
son
of
Mr.
who have-- not renewed because
Concord, Brandon, Smith's Store, this month. They will be avail- ties. be a charity institution, but is a
they were not •contacted, inspired and Mrs. Rufus 'Saunders of South
The Calloway War Price and Rai
f
go ernment snsored
Steele's
Store, Providence, -Stone able to people who were not eligsponsored project to
the greup to set ;heir eye on 200 Tenth street, who prayed an imSchool, Almo School, Faxon School, ible for tires before under the tioning Board is deeply appreciae able more mot7Sers to work.
for th end of December which is portant role in assisting_the Mur
'
Murray State Teachers College
During the past week Paul Gar- Palestine School, Vancleave School, previous 'rationing program. Watch tive of the fine cooperation that
the dead=line for reporting mem- ray High School Tigers bring to a
the volunteer workers have exllitaeedonia Sehool, Dexter School,
las offered to take the proposed
close an unustially successful grid ner was arrested twice, charged
this newspaper for further anberships paid in 1942.
tended this office. They have
Myrnursery under its supervision once,
wsme taking two cats with.41, per- Brooke Chow; Sehord.
The board sent the membership teinnnanan -last Thursday, lett
rair ,fC7i
toiled patiently and tUtigentlyit is established
for passenger cars
list and State and Natiurial' por- day for Lexington- where he is now mission, took a physical examinawithOut pay-to help put the proA meeting was held Monday to
In lineline with the gasoline rationThe next Column, written by G.
tions of dues to the State Office a member of_the West squad which tion for the Army, and is now
discuss the nursery. Present were
ing program and other measures B. Scott, who is chairman of the gram Into effect Won't you kmdSaturday and are proud that Cal- will meet the best of the East in back in jail, according to reports
for conservation of transportation, rationing program in this county, ly be patient for a few days unGeorge Hart, mayor; the Rev. C,
loway will be listed among the an annual charity game sponsored to this newspaper..
til the board has been given a
G. Thompson; Owen Billington,
It all started last week when he voting places Nave been set up for gives some valuable information.
"Honor Roll" counties for Ken- b.c, the Shriners. . The game will
chance to iron out the difficulties?
the greatest convenience of eligible
• county
superintendent;
Luther
was
arrested
on
the
charge
of
takthe
made
to
are
_reports
be
played
Saturday
tucky as
afternoon.
Below are given a few-only
Wid Ellison.
lee urged to share
• Robertson, _sehool board; M. 0.
voters who Along with _Charles_ Ogden and ing an automobile. fie was waived
241h annual American Farm Bua few-of the many suggestions
stWrather. Murray State Teachers
Wid Ellison, Corbin, Ky., is one reau Federation Convention in Max Gibbs, also outstanding grid- tO-;:the grand jury and placed in rides- with netghbers. The polls
and rules regarding the rationing
;College; Mrs. H. J. Fenton, Mir- of the five lettermen returnink do
will, remain open all day.
Chicago on December 7th to 9th. dens for Coach Ty Holland this jail wheft,hk failed to make bend.
program:
'. ray High School P-TAL....and Mrs. the varsity basketball squad at
eight
major
year
in
the_
Last
Then
IS
got
a
call to have a phyOutstanding "Bell-Ringers" on year, Saunders was named as an
George
Hart, Murray
Woman's -Murray State College.' The lihor- getting memberships in the No- alternate on the West squad. Lest stadViitunination (a local one) in cotton producing codnties of the
De
iard
EMOW Tour
club.
oughbreds, under their now coach, vember drive for quota-Were a/ice- Monday he was notified that he entinection with the Selective-Ser: state, 1,137 farmers voted in the
A-111.C°10_
refereneene with 98 per cent in
Meet Faith Langstairren-Paducah, John Miller, will opef their 1942An A Book entitles you to 244
P•o,
Rupert Hendon_ who had been placed on the active list'vice. Monday he passed the exam,
president
'presented the plan to the group.
state auto license mites per Month, computed on the
The 1943
43 season on December TZ when turned in 52 members,: and B. H. :and left _immediately fdr
and is now I-A, but maneged 1- favor of the quotas.
-With a two year supply of cot- stamps went on sale at the office basis of ,15 miles per_millon.
they play- the strong Southeait Mis- Dixon who turned in 32. Both ton.
the West team If/being escape' and fled, taking with him,
ton on hand, farmers, will be_per- of the Calloway counte clerk Tues- ..' An A,: and B book entitles you
souri Indians from Cape Girarilicau
NV, Hendon and Mr. Dixon were coached by Frank Cattp of Glas- it is charged, a second auto-this
iorming an • act of patriotism in day. '
,
in Carr Building here.
one
from
Stokes-Smith
Motor
Co.
.470 occupational riles and 90
awarded $25 Victory Bonds for gow, had mentor;
£cthnil
The 'first sale was made at 8 for family and incidental use.
Yesterday afternoon he was ar- favoring quotas on the 1943 'Crop,
A junior, standing Over 6 feet, their efforts in the-delve and each of Mayfield. and Houston -Hound!
the
CalWilson,
chairman
of
IQ.
D.
o'clock in the morning-just -after
Wid came to Murray with an out- of them have stated that their Elder of Ownestmro, assistants.
'tested by State Highway PatrolWho are eligible for C books?
loway county committee explain- the office opened. The • customer
standing high school record.'He -bonds -will be given to their sons
The most common are the followBilly Joe, a big rangy lad, is no man Charlie 'Adams, the car rewas -Alfred Williams.'who-- had _un- jog:
was named 411-County, AIT-Dls- who are. In the Army.. Other di- amateur at the end post: Me is covered. and Mr. -Carner again ed.
Marketing quotas on cotton will der his arm a- coin bank, which.he
The Murray Fashion Shniape, suc- trict and Ail-Regional from Corbin rectors who made determined ef: a past master,' on defensfve ptS Placed in jail
GovErriment (federal',state, local)
matte it possible for producers to opened and counted from its cod Officials or employees on official
cessor to the Murray Garment High' in' 1839. During his. seniof, forts and secured several member- and Ls a great reeeiver on offensive
give more attention to ;the grow- tents 500 pennies for his stamp. bus
Company, whtch was destroyed by year," he was team- captain. He ships each inchltled Roy Graham; play. He also can throw d very efe
iiio
nretsosr,
. for
ing of gmatly'needed food crops The number of the stamp was 43fire October 20, will open Thurss plays The guard post at Murray J. Hansford Doran, Lurie Kuyken- fective block that rattles his opprofessional calls. tomatoes,
and
other
such
as
beahs,
day. December 10, in the tiational Slate
Ministers to meet the religious
dell, Thomas Hargis, Wayne Dyer, ponenes teetlf.'
-as
.
well
as
'the
pee:duevegetables,
uaedth
lit
isyear
are
being
itnaggs.
Hotel Melding. on Main street. .
needs-of the churches they serve,
The genie, airennual affair *tartThe Thoroughbreds are coached 011ie Tidwell and Murray 111333.
lion of more livestock and hemp, insbeMetal
St
teaam
dPs
of e
tta
Mrs. Ethel Key and Miss Effie this year 'by one of ,tfie greatest' These men are to be -congratt- ed under auspisies,of the Shriners
Including the visitation . of the
badly
.needed
help
are
so
to
which
guns
and
tanks
ing sent abroad in
Watson, the proprietors, have been basketball players evej to perform lated,'upon their leadership and in 1.938, resulted in a.1-7 He- last
seriously ill or administration*of
win the war.
fight 'Schickelgruber-Hirohno et last rites arid similar definitely •
,
.
busy since the fire buying new for 'Murray.- John Miller. In his their 'efforts in behalf of organized year.
_
al. Metal tags were-formerly made religious activities. If a mini;lerstock and installing new fixtures. „college days, he was a letterman agriculttife.
.
at the state reformatory at La- serves only,o , church, travel
MARRIAGE LICVIL
and are now rabout ready for the in baskethall, football, and baseNew and renewal meMbeeships
Grange, and cost the government tween hisehome and church Is not
--evening. The Flew location will ball.
_
Scholastically, -he ranked _whITOW have been turned in to the
-- •
Marriage licerne...was issued at $35.000 last -year. The stickers this allowed as .Pratr
be the place formerly occupied by among the highest on the campus. county office. slnee the list .was
aFied mileage, but
• The-gale of Christmas Tubercuthe office of the Calloway county year 'WM cost 4ess than $12,000.
T. Sledd's Men's Shop, near the He has' his bachelor's degree from printed, up to date. on November
if he rigida:4y MRyes more than
losis Seals was started in -this
Old tater. for 1942) are not to one Chufleft mileage necessafr-to
November 28 to James
Varsity' Theatre. ,
Murray and his M.A. from Pea- 19 include the following:A& The two Home Nuirsing classes county this week: with )(Tiles being court clerk
be thrown in the scrap heap. The travel from''his. Merit or from BOO
'Fixtures were obtained from the body.
A. B. Carlton, L. V. OM. .../Ogn now in 'session will hear talks On conducted :partly' by the. school Earl Hamilton and Mary Ellen
They rear one- must 'be left on the car"\church to another is allowed./
Braaten. :both of --Hazel.
the Terry Terris Shop in Paducah,
T. Cochran, Kirksey, A. 0. Coltman, "Food for Health" next week.
children:
nem married the same day by the The front one • may be kept to re- Mileage is NOT allowed for rnak. a fanition shop which opened cagy
Audrey Cannoh, P. G, Curd,..E.' l.
Mis-e- Rachel Rowland will speak
Capliager_is in charee
place the rear one if it is lost. •
a lei:, months ago and einsed reing -calls of a -friendly social or
Dixon. Tip Doran, Otis aIwe1l. A. to the cla)s that meets at the orthe Sale of Seals in Miffrey, and Rev. J. It Thurman. ,
benentent nature.
Tillie! becently when the proprietor was
V:' Farless, Jack Farmer, Faxon 'Woman's clubhouse Monday. De- the couniy health department of
-drafted.
'tween 'different points to conduct
J:1. Vox..
cember 7, at 2 pm.' Miss Ruth Saks in the county.
evangelical meetings is not al- _-.
Patrons _ and friends of Mrs.
0. B.- Geurin, H. G. Gingles, Sexton will addrens the class that
The campaign will run -until
!owe!).
Key and Miss Watson are promised
Graham lE Jack,- Melvin
'Mare Health - build- tbristmteg and is an annual atmeets at
a isurprise when they see the nim
be Calloway County Conserva- gast,- Charlie Hale, C. A: Hale,. LIMP- ing Tuesday, December 8. if 7 p.m. fair to raise- mom./ with which ta
arriers'
ensed
c___,m
Si
Lit4
terinarians.
_ ffictures and the beautifully deb- tion Club will meet Friday,
Medd, wince Visitors are welcome at each.
:
ht atter *IV' Hall
tight tutierculoSis,
„. Transpon of groups of 4 Or
rated Murray Fashion Shoppe,
at 720 o'clock, at the Murray
ty Hughett, -Max B. Hurt, H. W. AnThere have been 13 -deaths in
'more studwiti-cie teachers to sellool
Hall.
ton. Dr.
It Jones, E. C. Jones
Everybody
interested
Calld*ay county this yeer to date
18 Mare-Shoisping
or travel imp* school to school.'
urged to attend as important
t- and R H Falwell
from
tuberculosis
and
there
are
. Days .'Till CbriatlUale. —
War workei traveling tagoverntees of the Club are ta b.-br
R. E. Kelley, Kirksey FFii„ Eut
about. 130 active cases here now.
ment construction 'Projects.
up for discussion Rid decisions.
rie Kuykendall, Otis Lovins, 0_, M.
'Tuberculosis always increases
--Workers in industrial establidis.
The field trials for shdoting dogs Marine, Mu -ray Training School
during war time throughout the namend'essential to the war effort. tion, accordinuto statisties,-and has
The Murfay Fire Department were held Sunday afternoon, No- FFA, Murray State College Farm,
Metnbers of the armed forma
always been prevalent in this
wants your old, disiciirded, toys vember 22, with a large' crowd Dr. J. A. Outland, A. E. Palmer,
-,goigg from home to post of duty.
county. Therefore, those conductnow so It can repair, repaint aml attending despite the bed Weather. Hugh 'Palmer, Caron Parks, Clyde
. Farmers to, carry farm products •
First place was won by "Ace" Phelps, J. P. Paechalt
ing the campaien say, it is imports
fix them up for the poor kiddies'
to market and neceagary supplies
tint that contributions to this fund
Christmas. Toys that are broken owned by Clyde Jones,,- Mayfield; 'CRlip Patton, W. D. Peedue. DC7
to farm.
for fighting the disease be liberal.
er worn out beyond repair should second place by "Comanche Jake' voe' 0..-Retel, J. H. Richmond, Lu.110W GAS RATION COUPONS,
A report- from the National Tunot be brought in. Others that owned by R. .M. 'Miller, Murray; ther --Robertson, J.' B:,-Robertson.
MUST BE •ENDOR81212
_
berculosis Association states:
children no longer waist or are and 'third place went to "Judy" Huron' Redden, W.- re, Ross, C.- T.,
Write the registration number on
"There are many goon reasons.
tired Of are badly needed now. which belongs to Price Lassiter, of Rushing, _F. H. Spieelan?1,- R.- P.
the back of A. 0, or C
Stubblefield, C
0, VT.
,
for believing that we can .win the
The firemen will not have time to Murray.
The puppy races were also held, Tidwell.
Ink.
t to bring tubercuJosili under
fix them If they are broagid bs
drith Brands Breeze, pointer,. ownJ. "H. Walston, Milton' Wafiton,
On T coupons (for trucks) write
eradlca
There'll' be a .Christmas.-.
too near ehristmais.
Jack 5harborough, taking W. H. Wilkes, J. E. Williams, H. year-even If tbe city 'has no. col- it. ' First, the cause of tuberculosis
ed b
war certificate number or" fleet
Hest place; Lady, a pointer, owned R. Wisehart, Clifford ind Leonard, ored. lights around .the square. is known. And, although no spename.
1
MARKE7.-Tts OPEN
by .1. W. Cote, winnlag second; Smith,.W B. Scruggeil. T. Tarry, Merchants this -week were busy cific cure has yet been developed,
On E and R coupons (rion-high.r.
('orporal Jerry W. Killion
Lt. Charles Humphreys
end Skipper, a pcitnter, owned by Murray Milk Products:do., R. M. decorating their store's and tritn- if" tubereulosis is found early
way) write name and . iddress on
The air-cured„ az,."one-sucker" 0. Brown taking...third.
Twe Henry County (Tenn.) youths, pictured above. were killed back.
Durranfli: M. 'Miller & Sons, ddVs, and getting out thillr
enough; and adequately; and prop-,
tobacco season man, open in May. The judges were Curt Phillips, Shroat Bros, Dewey--Gzass,' j.
the service of their country last month. Lt. Humphreys. son of Mrs.
All -A, 'sad C erepone are
edits wares.
erfy treated, the patient May usual- in
Yule Humphreys, of Puryear. was killed in an airplane crash near
l•field next Saturday morning with Benton', and J. 0. Reeves, Mur- Erwin, Grady. Lassiter:J. W.- OutAnd many buyers are - reedy- ly be expected to recovee_and re- 'Greenville
C November 21. MI father, was a veteran of World good* for 4 gallons each.
'five warehouses holding salels that ray. Trophies will be presented land, Millyttrn Evans, Audrey Can- the people are shopping
All T coupons for trucks are
mech sume a normal life. Thirty years
it IS Corporal Killion, son of lifr. and Mrs. William Killion, -of
day.
to tpe: winners in the main event. non,-Carmon Parks.
(See, "Rationing," Page 8)
_
-earlier this year than ever before. (See 'Christmas Seals," Page 8)
'Paris, was reported killed in action with the U. g. Marines.
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LEDGER & TIMES
Greatest Weekly .Newspaper"

"Kentuc
. rum.3SHED'11Y
WAY PUIIIIISHING COMPANY
COneolidation of 'Mel/Weeny:Ledger, The Calloway Timek, and The'
Vanes-Herald, Oct., 20. -1928, and.The West.Kentuckian. Jail 17„11141. i
" W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBL/SHER,
HAROLD VAN WINELE EDITOR ,
e
published Every Thursday Noon at 103 •
N
FoUrth St, Warily, Ey.

Hot Water Burns.
Prove Fatal to
-Hensley 1)aughter

11

THURSDAY,

Totsie Lancaster,died
Keys-11941WD
_
at
phal Tugsday of compl)pationt.
Qr. Barbour of the stal
All oversea kit bag is to be given. of health and Mrs. Glas of the She had been ill about six months.
on will Her home is• at Five Points, Murevery American boy as he leaves crippled children's co
the shores of this- it-country for be in Murray Fri e -December ray.
foreign service The. Amefican 11, to examine cr' led children Funeral services were held al
Red Cross furnishes the materiel who have receiv treatment- un- the Dexter Methodist church yesof the crippled terday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock,
ftir theseehaes-en't volunteer work- der eupervisi
•
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, KentucJ fee Transmission as
ewith the Rev. T. If. Mullins. Jr.,
ers make them, but the contents of children's co ission-7
Second Clue Mater .°\
each cost approximately bite dol- Any par ti who have crippled end the key. H. L. Lax offieiating.
lar. Every man, woman and,child children at have not attended Burial was in the Brooks Chapel
\-4
in Calloway county is asked to any of ebe clinics (usually held cemetery
NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSMIATION (1942) ACITVE MF.MBER
have it part in filling these parting -in lie ucani shouts' get in touch Surviving are her . husband,
,_ MEMBER- OF Till KENTUCKitelrEESS.ASSOCtrON
gifts. Razor blades, chewing gum, wit Dr. Outland in Murray be- Clint; her mother. Mrs. Sarah Ann
pencil and paper, a sewing kit and
December 11 and have" their Jones; two daughters. Miss Anna
-Suleactiption Rates:--in Calloway and Adjoining Countles.
of Washington, D.
various useful articles will be inpie-sent for examination, Dcweis Lanca.ster
$1.00 a Year; In Kentucky, $1.50; Elseoltere. =00.
Maxine Lancaster of
cluded.
the- county health board stated C. and Miss
Murray: a sister, Mrs. Clyde Hurt
The quota for the Callosjy yesteeday.
ArIvelrt' iting".Rates and Information About Canoe:AY County Market
of Detroit. and a brother, Roy
flags
250.
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chapter
is
county
Glass
will
give
a'
lecture
to
Mrs.
Fitrnished'Upon Application.
ire being made now in thf Red a group of women in Murray the Barnhardt of Detroit.
'We reserve the right to reject any A-dvertising. Leiters to the Editor,. .
Cross sewing rooms. Mrs. elugin same afternoon on the Kenney
or Public Voice Items %luck th 'our opinion+ ot for the best interest
has ordered the Supelies"for fill- treatment for infantile paralysis. BUY WAR BONDS (
NOM
s
0
of our readers.
ing the bags in gross.4ots in order to obtain the arNcles at cost.
The bags will be *de and filled OPTOMETRIC PRESIDENT
•,•FARMERS AND THE DRAFT
by volunteer workirs but You are IS MURRAY VISITOR
asked to-me el money contribuNN e don't know how. the editors of other newspaper
tion to pay fo/theecontents. Every Dr. W. R. Murphy, Louisville.
feel, but The Ledger & Times is'getting tired of..printing
person .who 'tan is asked "to give president, 43; the Kentucky Op•and reading in 'other -papers-and-hearing over the radio
-a dollar a be responsible for fil- tometric Association, met with the
official government, statement's that eSsential farm workling one • g but smaller contribu- Optometrists mint Western elener-s will not' be drafted.
•
.,
_
_
Heksy Elicips,
tions I help. Twti or four might Lucky, at Dr. 0. C. Wells office in
Why re we tired of it? Simply be-cause • such- rego t ether Q"-lae,responsible lot Murrly this past week. This was
on
+curled
Sum*
* ports have . so Tar been practically meaningless. Very.
ag and. write a parting note an emergency meeting with plans
think I'M try to squeeze theeehiropodist
betweeet y aaaa nab/
• very few men have beeih.deferred in Calloway,--and _unthe boy who is leaving the and discussion, relative to OpFuneral services for Henry
doubtedly some other counties, because of their farm
tea- It might be your boy who
part in eye-care for the
„et, were held Sunday after- will receive the kit. for every boy tometry's
work.
war effort.
7
noon
at
2
o'clock
at
the
El
Perhaps some will doubt the reliability of the: re- Will be deferred„ why are-they not being deferred? One Grove church with the Rev. F. is to have one. Leave your donation at the' Red Cross Office.
ports that are being pffinted in this and oher pewspapers may say that none in some Kentucky Counties are big Blankenship _ officiating.,
ial The Murray quota should-be
regarding the deferment of farm workers. Such reports enaugla-Ap.rmara to--come under the regplations.
4.41s in the church cemetery ee
There are three kinds of farmers in America. There Mr. Elkins died at 5:15 turday shipped by the last of this month.
• are- not even' written by newspaper reporters. They are
From each Marvels Cigarette,
The Chapter is trying to finish
written statements handed out by' government agencies. are those' who, do not raise enongh food te feed and afternoon at his borne
Faxon them
and
ship
them
before
Christof
exactly what you'll get ...
Here's
paralysie
after
au
il
ess
of
themselves.
two
are
even
Then
such as the War-Manpower Board. the. Office of War In- clothe
there
those who make
mas. If church societies, college.
- fonnation, and even the -National Selective ,Service Of- a living and no more. A third class produces more than weeks,
clubs,
Mildness, taste-and quality
school classese _giele clubs,
it heeds and had'a surplus to 'sell. It is this third class that Survivors includ three daugh- and social groups of various kinds
fice itself.
11. Mrs. Ruth will make a contribution at once
At a price that's good to see.
Now, if the-government is•saying•that farm workirs we are interested in. It is estimated that 36 per cent of the tvevlouMr
% ih‘..1!: Luna Elkins, all our objective will be reached. This
• : farmers. in this country produce only $421 worth of food a M, ag
y; f0
Sons, Jack and
an opportunity for all to rememyear. That is hardly enough for them to live on. Such Rome of I
county, Walter of. is
end serve oily boys. - •
farmers, if they are physically fit, would be -better off Louisville
Carlos of Clearfield, berLeave
contribution it the
today' in the Army, or'in was--faCtories. But at the other Utah; five rothers. Sid and Fluke Rid Crossyour
'irlewaso IPOTH(RS. 01111.41.-.•11.
Office at once.
end of thr line are some farmers who produce-a great Elkins
Hardin. Vaughn-4. Fine
deal more food than they need tsi-lite on, They have food Eituff.yari of Dexter and aalen of
to sell-food which' will feed war workers and soldiers. Olive two sisters, Mrs. Emma "Uncle
Tom" Erwin
Moon of Hardin and Mre. Alice
They are the ones we need to- keep,on the farm.
land of Pine Bluff: 15 grand- Claimed bx Peath
..There- is no question.but whit food is one of the G lichen
ande,four great-grandchilmost imptirtant factors in winning or losing the war. It dren.
Perhtaps,not--4owever, thatt
Tom" Erwin, 82 years of
is an accepted fact That food tm todaytke
'Hitler's great
Pallbeerers at ',Me funeral were "Uncle
peeped away last Friday after
ihe beriefiti-of living in-the U. S.
wore. It is also an accepted fact that
United Sta
grandchildren: Beaheon. Lastel and aage,
The Cigarette of Quality for less mpne.y
is faced with feeding millions of peopl tit'China, G at Otis Elkins and Starkie, Robert few weeks illness. Funeral seeV
ices
erebeld
at
the
South
Pleas-••
Bijtain add Russia, including the armies in those cou lea. ersd Henry Hall.
••••.• •••••••••••••004=40411144=
ant Grove church' Saturday afterPLEASE CONSIDER
In fact, these three nations are looking to
more
nor. Burial was in the church
Mr. hillington. County Superintendent of Education.
i for food and arms than they ate for soldiers. T ereca
otm
lycetnetery. • ;
_
,
hlurra). Kentucky
THE FOLLOWING:
blued armies of China, Great Britain and Ft
greatly Funeral for I
He bad rot -seine 5 yeledlieen
outnumber the combined armies of Germany apan
of that church- Ind
Dear Sir: I am a mother eho mould like to seek employment if
'Bob": Foster Today awasmember
considered "tite- oldest perItaly. In other words, the United States wo d not hey*
my child eart.be cared for during oinking bows by a properly
1. Draw sale of our allies needs large epeantities of
son
affiliated
withthe.
church_
to- put a single man in the field orinunifoye to have OUP Funeral services for J. R. 'Bob"
supervised Day Nursery.
living
four
The
are
Mrs
daughters
gotta* lois& preduced in tili.country' of which •
nemies outnumbered.
Foster. 59, are being held this
.
afternoon at 1:30 o'clock at the Goebel Wilson. Mrs. Ivan -Guthrie.
In the fake Of that, GUI. air
timvir
•'tither have- nos or balm
nt ia Oita
inaufficiant aMrs
Jones and Mrs.- .NeU
My name
on having an army of- 9,700,000 in
orm by this time I:Elbert Funeral Home with the JonesPearl
upoomgp...
and
the
sons-..ire Hub, Ben,
Ber.ny
Hey.
Brown
Tenn,
of
Paris.
next year. just how this country, is oing to equip and
arid
the Rev E. H Smith of Mur- Camillus and Dee Erwin.
feed an army of that sine, and still urnish its allies witk ray in charge. Burial is to be in
Address
2. To prevent further wide-spread deaths from
The food and arms they need has ever been explained. the Martin's Chapel cemetery.
_
Tub--ri-uloi
kills
more
people
And it simply cannot be gone in e matter of food if we Mr F,..ter ,died Tuesday at the
ac al hunger we must send, through t h e Red
Children (glee number)
Ages
between4
any
other
45
than
keep taking men off-the fa
Mionr Memorial hospital of corn- di
.
rc•ss, rtain highly concentrated foods to some
pl
'eat
kip
Why;-the army hasn't
en
reached the. half-way
fotlewinge are illness of
o( our aYIied countries which Hiller has over-run
and food shortages are al:, two.weeks. His horhe is on West
mark in its recruiting pla
lie Greece, Norway, etc.
ready dovelaiing in this country. Shortages of meat, millk Main street, Murray. -„
bbtter and ntany other products are already being talked Surviving are his tale. Nolae a
•
daughter. Mrs. Bernard Hart of
of.,Jant
-try to, buy bacon the days, for example!
3. The Department Of Agriculture is direc- tly reMurray: and a brother, icy easter
TO SERVE
So tfiere is the situation: (1) Food is need
911'; (2) a of Murray.
t-• YOUR COUNTRY BEST . . .
sponsible for the Planning and productiori of food
emendotia_large army-is not needed:(3) qt 'govern----To the county agent and his staff and the Coun-•
ment says essential farmers wiirtie deferred; a ,(4 our
If War:Board, farmers should go to get any infarmers arsi.not being deferred.
obert-Nrctsermott
_ This newspaper -suggests that the local draft board
formation about what products are needed most,
, Rites Tuesday.
deferring farm ,workers that fall' -within the fimits
bAgin
and which of them you -i:eq•produce to the best
set by the_sovernirienti and even.all•borderline cases. In Robert "Uncle Bob"' Metre
advazioige„
040%,
-other words. it is 'suggested that the local board call the IX died Tuesday "horning at 2:75
4tancr Of the government to 'see whether it means-what it o'clock at Tis hopte-Ort Ealt-Main
. •
.
says when it publishes- aeleases_that tarni worker-831dB *reef.- He had . been sick •six
4. While our, armed forces are the best fed group
nidrillts•atill
"had
oee
been
in
good
local
if
is,
the
Then
board
he--defeired.
'given
definite health fje- many
of men in the world. Inuit' also see that other
.yeats. •
ordersoot to- defer-farm workers..-It should give such in- '
serviceo were held at
allied armies are fed hi% manner which will enn:nation ,to the press for.patlicittion.so tin, people wi theFuneral
!Tome at 3 o'clock'
able them to fight as only well-fesi men can.
•Jr
..---_ , -1Cnow kiwi. things stand.
-, . afternoon with Lille jk TuesdaY
cartes
the
governitent -in-Washington QC:Hand' In charg . Iferial Wks
So .far it looks _like
is handing out hot., air about farm delerAleat and then L'- in the city eernerery.
11.. The _dairy farmer %qv).has sold a milk cow, or
privately telling drift boards.to "get the men:" It_that'i• Steil:Mg -axe his ezife. Sara:
who'has not fed so as to get the most production
have thaLtruth; if that is not true,--14'..1 haie•de. four daughter,. Mrs. Effie Wilson,
it, le
Mrs. Namely Kanehane" Mrs. VelNebo _has not sold hie milk as mit* where
t•of (atm worker-s-ell•that are eligible for deje
. ma puerile end M isefeildred Out.,. .
.
• •
°routes-are ivailable to take it to milk_itants maktwo sun,. KO:041 and Robert
...r.r This newspaper has no 'intention, of critickinirtfie land;
ing powder-rpieht well consider- Toby the DeGreece,'
12 gi
.25 great.
local -draft board. H8 MeMbera--and clerks are. all people grandchildren anthliictren:
and two great-great.
partment of Agriculture during November did these
(if high standing 0nd-excellent. character. But. if Men are speasclehildren.
eee
i.. three things:- , taken fos.serviee 'by numerical order, .snact ncr-seleetionS
'
• .,
rlaite. on the basis.of eimential work they are doing, then
---'? is a Misnomer. There is no
•
. the .rtrame `S'elet-tivé-- efflte
Nov;ierter 4 took over *1% of all spray
ta)
iseTekralaboit,
"--_
.---„,
•
----.
power.
UM-DRIVER&
-4.- :
,
%-..:
'
-' CIVILIAN
DgFENSET ,
0--WHESE 13-OUR
s
DIA!
•
4b)- On November 20'took over, 50% of t h b
Titere a - high military aut4owitSes-4*-AtitericiAThissiaty nation-is strong nation. Yot4_caifslo-youe-butter ibiatiwage._ „
• .- _
- ----convinted-thstt--NAxi-.--iionibermijzill attack- our sea_
hard-They look for them first over Washington and New
-.
• •...
_
•
may
'efficiently if you're feeling fit.
not
public
seEtione
of
the
shire
for
York,
Viclitory
Large
believe
it
will
.(c..tLoss November.43- prialtiband_ tit.
..
* MAW of%lien y64 Ti1W-e-O-ruti.-irtnong important aid
appen,
bur
__ !ponied crvam containing more than 19% - antitorittes, you Often get tlis tipswer. !'They'll come
over. 'Doe Pad of 50 Sheets
,Don't neglect your health for,lack,of money. We're glad
• butterfatthis was dine; as was announc- - Ant4tiirte.'" •
,
90c
0
__ ed at'the tints, to produce mor9 milk pow'.
'There are also.sotiikt-minded authorities who believethe enemy -will try to bomb -bur industrial interior, Who
to make reasonable loaris for•deitor bills and hospital
•• . der ficim.the niill used in making high, fat
believe'the the enemy in desperation will try a_nything. Theseiforms are for keeping
s,
•
creams and 16 make more butter from the
•
..-:
Murray is on the sityroad• from the Gulf" north to a daily reccird of all tru'ek
: fat.aberwise tensuinea as cream. 's
other
expense
any
you may have
and
for
rare
movements
and
to
provide
6
Chicago ant,other importaht war industrial'ceners. En_ inkeel.);
•
data for quarterly reports.to
-my pilots could be guided.14'tlielights Of such cities. as the
Office of Defense Transing healthy.
Murray to 'pick the way to the target: This a challenge to every.farmer
started here iith a• eon- portation.
Alt,this is known,•
.iderable flurry, to .perfect a civil defense organixakion.
to 'produce more rnuilI :
! uitabir binders ire also a.i.d.41 what has happinedf-Nothing: We hitex nor had „tin
•
practice- :blackout prorriiiied_ity. Thanksgiving (pfomised vailable for these forms. •
iiy t4tate.inot local ((1) officials). We pre not prephregh
,tor a blackoiit., IVere the Army, Intereeprory Command Daily Truck Record* are
to flash a Sloe or red alealtritrui!rasr, how -effective ciatlysi
o w required of truck
we blackout? .`
Member-Federal Deposit Insurance CorPoretton_.
Blaelueut•-practice and civilian, defense 'practice 'is owners.
COMPANY
or
of
insurance,
precaution
bniy.
14.ifIn
a
one'
that
'may
.
• e
:new:- he need-o-d. But ifrit•ig needed, it. is needed badly The Ledger & Times,
BIG ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF YOU; SMALL ENOUGH TO BE AWARE OF YOU
urray has not gone Murray, Ky.
ii•frd at- cence.'"II-18 regretted that
Murray,. K-y..
55
Phone
ttorWard with the -fine plan.s she started.on many *teaks',
'ago.
.
I- •
•
, , ----•,
S a neje, _Letha HensleY. 21months-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. tizi Hensley of Route 7- Murray:" died Thursday evening. Novernber 26. at the William Mason
Memorial hospital from burnb.she
received .when a pan of boiling
water was accidentally turned ever
on her.
A According
to reports, she and
her brother. Raymond Leonard, 4.
were playing in the kitchen at
their tiornle, and accidentally
f. knocked down a small stove on
which Wes a pan of boiling water,
The water badly burned Sandra.
She died two days later'in the hospital.
Funeral services Were held at
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
chapel Friday afternoon at 1:30
O'clock with 1,14,, Rev. J. H. Thurman officiating. Burial was in the
Hicks cemetery.
Survivors include the parents, a
brother mentioned above, and a
sister, Elms Dent 10; her grandfather. Pink Kirks; and several
• ....-•
uncles- aud•aunts.
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86.00 to the ssisocilroom
era bisthday and Mr. Wicker was award
lAxington, Ky., were week-end
14
home from Camp Polk, La., on a j which Would secum I the'largest
visitors with their parents, Mr.
was nuraL)er of members for the P-TA
dinner
furlough. A .nice
and Mrs. Les Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. "Bob" Guthrie and spread at the noon hour.
the next --month.
Misses'F-1-Uth and Theo Gunter
Mrs. Gene Dell Wilson and litychildren of Texas and Hazel DunnThe'next4trie4ing will be DecemMr. and Mrs. CI Ieris Wilsonond
tle daughter returned to Detroit and 'father Riley Gunter attended
Carter have returned home. Bob
bac--113. at.--which-tline- a -musical
week after a -few days visit the funeral cif - their uncle Tom
In- eon. Defiel. and Mr. and.
will return tit' eldint
Quuitman Key. were among those program will.be presented by Mrs.
witti her grandfather Tom Erwin Erwin, at Pleasant Grove Satura few days.
be
will
who visited Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus 'Brooks. Refreshments
day, returning home Sunday to
Erwin.
and brother.
.
Sorry to hear of the death of.
Paschall Sunday.--1...kdy Bug. •
by Mr. and
aceompanied
Paducah
sgtvea11 Dr. and Mrs. cAt. Ellis' and son
The family'
Amos Youngblood.
Mrs. Fran, Bradley of Memphis
Our president attended the Diss Clemet of Lexington, Ky., Mr. and
have our sympathy.
%leo gad been visiting their sister
trict Conference at Hickman and
Mrs. Harvey Ellis, Salem. Ky., Dr.
Arnett
F.
Charlie
Mrs.
and
Bro.
Julia Gunter and Mrs. AmMrs. James Sims went as a dele- Altia Ellis. Mrs. Ellis 'and children Miss
and daughter of >Bowling' Green
elia Erwin and Mr. Erwin.%
gate.
fickle and Elizabeth of Provi-,
at
reldwaig
visited -home folk's
Mrs. Hartie Ellis and daughter
dence, Ky.. have returned to their
and Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Heindian
Tuberculosis
always increases
homes .after visiting relatives and Mrs. Stark Erwin and babies Franlast week.
The ,last meeting of the Lynn during wartime. It is already on
their scattered forces and family of Hazel
friends last week. Among those kie and Leslie, last Saturday were
ORE tension, excitement, worry and anger were consolidating
the
on
is
Grove
was
Paschall
November
P-TA`
Sallie
held
Mrs.
on
Agattu
and
Attu
in Alaska, quit
the upgrade in large industrial
who entertained visitors previous- called to the bedside of their
browded into the. first 24 hours of World War II than October
In an interview Secre- sick list at the home of her daugh- 12 with Mrs. Carl Lockhart In cities in this country:
ly mentioned, were Mr. and Mrs. father and -grandfather, Frank Pasother 364 days of America's first ters, of War Henry L. Stimson an- ter Mrs. Bernard Jones.
the
in
experienced
charge.
were
C. R. Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Du- chall, at a Paris hospital.
.
Mrs. Bun Swann conducted
the
Junior Bazzell returned Friday
nounced that by the endsaf 1943 the
of war.
1
_
Mrs. Maggie Bpyd and baby, year
mas Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
Harbor, army will be more than seven mil- tq Highland Park, Mich., where he
arl
e
P.
on
attack
sneak
the
of
days
two
Within
Precision Watch and
Ellis. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd, hirs. Ermine Hayes and daughter
U.
Europe,
lion soldiers. In
S. Ft,- is employed, after spending a few
Mrs. James Sims read a very inthe Philippines.
Clock Repair Work
Mrs. Hattie Ellis and son Herman, Mrs. Estelle Erwin and baby Zan- Japanese troops began their invasion of
base
sub
Nazi
hostb
Fortresses
ing
tere*Ang paper written by Mrs.
When, on Dec. 16, the United States declared y.!_ar on Italy at Lorient and ripped it apart. A few days with some folks-Guess Who
Mrs. Ermine Hays and SOD ElliS‘ (ira.were recent visitors with their
Lockwood,
--state
Tuttle.
-president.
FURCHESS
VES. Jim Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. brother and uncle Dr. Nona Ellis and Germany_American marines were battling numerically days later it was anhounced that
The organization sewed for the
JEWELRY STORE
of
Stark Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis arid family _of Wilson, Ark.
defenders
heroic
The
island.
Wake
on
superior Jap forces
Red Crosl making 10 garments for
100 North Fifth Street
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Craig,
Our soldier boys. -It was voted to
Wake island, who commanded via radio "Send us more
Mr. and Mrs. Autry_ McReynolds.
later.
days
eight
enemy
the
before
fell
Japs,"
Mrs. Hanzie Paschall is at home
Charlton
Mr. and Mrs. John
Meanwhile the Japanese were
after visiting with her mother who
tere Saturday night guests of their
the
all
over
attacks
their
spreading.
June 'third when they bombed Dutch
is on the., sick list.
Vernon L. Trevathan of Dedaughter Mrs. Versie Trails and
Pacific. Hong,Kong surrendered. Harbor, Alaska. Alew days later
Mr, and Mrs. J. P: Wicker were
mopolis, Alas and his uncle Clar- Then Manila fell. On the same day
Mr. Treas.
99,770 persons, mostly Japs, were
Wednesday night guests of Mr. and
Marvin Miles, who recently un- ence Luter and Mrs. Luter of Me- thaf Manila fell, 26 United Nations xesnoved-inland from the West coast.
•
Mrs. Charlie Wicker. •
derwent` an operation at Mason's ridian. Miss., surprised his par- signed a compact to put an end to Then on June 12 Japanese forces
Mr. and Mo. Charlie Cole were
r hospital, was able to return home ents Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Trevath- the dictator nations.
Kiska
landed in the Aleutians, on
Sunday guests -of Mr. and Mrit.
an by driving fn just before day- Sunday.
At home rapid steps were being and Attu islands. News was break_
Turn Lampkins.__
spend
to
morning
Thursday
allbreak
an
on
nation
the
place
to
apwas
taken
Mr. and Mrs. Talmage Jones of
ing fast now. Elmer Davis
Visitors in theborivi of Mr. and
•
a few claxs.
War
.basis.
out wartime
pointed head of the Office of
purgatives all the time. I slept so
Mrs. Odie Morris Sunday to'visit
Indigestion Caused So Much
Rev. t. W. Maxedon and Mrs.
The Presidentoutlined to the na- Information. Soon the navy anpoorly that I got up feeling weak
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicker 'were
Maxedon of Newburn, Tenn., spent tion As:program of war, and then nounced (June 22) that it was con- Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker was missDistress He Did Not Want and worn out to start the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Montie Wielier, Mr.
Thursdaysand Thursday night with mailed -Donald Nelson production voying ships along the East coast ing with his plane crew as it was on
and. Mrs. James Evitts and chilTo Eat At All, States
"Retonga relieved me so remarkMrs. s_ hicucedon's sister Mrs. 'Tre- boss on January 13.
On June 26 one drldie greatest news a Sight to an unnamed destination
dren Fay,,Paul and Sue of Paduably that my appetite came back,
Inspector. Retonga Also
The heightening crescendo of the stories of the year broke when the In the Southwest Pacific. As the
vathart and Mr. Trevathan. Other
cah, Mr and Mrs. Plez Wicker of
and I began to sleep better. I left
visitors in the Trevathan home on nition at war continued. Twenty- FBI announced they had nabbed end of October neared, the see-saw
Fine For Wife, He Says.
off the strong laxative medicines,
Chronic bronchitis may develop if Thanksgiving day were Meet-R. A. one American nations signed a unity eight _Nazi saboteurs who had been struggle between the Nazis and Al- Jackson, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Charand ,I regained twenty pounds. I
your cofth,chest cold,or acute bron- Shell and children Ralph, Joan pledge at Rio. Five days later, on landed on Long Island and Florida lies flared up after comparative qui- lie Wicker and daughter Delores.
chitis is not treated and you cannot
feel firie. My wife. was bothered
et. Thousands of,,Allies, many of Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris and
January 26, the first AEF arrived beaches.
OverW.
B.
Mrs.
Shell,
Jane
and
- afford to takes chance with any mediAmong t h e thousands of well with gapsy indigestion, and Retonga
A seven man military commission,, them U. S. tank-men and aviators, children Gwinna .Vie and Galon
cine less potent than Creomulsion bey and grandson Edward Overby, across the sea in Ulster.
British 'Singapore surrendered on was appointed July 2 by President joined with British forces and be- Holly, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris known men and women publicly was as good. for her as it was for
which goes right- to the seat of the all of Murtay: Mr. and Mrs. Purtrouble to help loosen and expel germ dom Lassiter and daughter Nor- February 15. One month-later U. S. Roosevelt to try the saboteurs.
gan the push against Rommel. Lieut. and son Howard, Sammie Crowder, endorsing Retongasare hundreds of me. We can't say enough for Re-,
2Rden phlegm and aid nature to
Infantry and air forces arrived in
The first days of August found Aus- • Gen. Montgomery said he was out Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Young and railroad men. For instance, Mr. tonga.'',
W.
Mrs,
and
Mr.
and
Frances
ma
sothe and heal raw,tender.inflamed
children
Mary and Wilma Lou. Ben F. Bowles. for seventeen years _ Retdnga is w. ib rel
following day Gen- tralian and American troops pushing • to clear Africa of the Nazis.
.y herbal gasbronchial mucous membeitnes.
L. Story. Mrss. Lassiter and Nor- Australia. The
The first da'Y of November found, Ray Lane of Hazel. Jim Young, a car inspector at the yards of the tric. tonic corn
escapin from the
g
cawith liberal
Creomulsion blends beechwood ma
'Frances stayed over until Sun- eral MacArthur.
in
luxuries
many
Ky.,
on
taxes
take
added
creosote by special processwith other
Berman Evitte, Mr. and Mrs. 13,n L. & N. R.sEL at Madisonville,
• Philippines, arrived. there to
quantities.of Vitamin 8-1 and is intime tested medicines for coughs. day afternoon. Mr. Lassiter was command.
compliance with recent passed tax Byars and daughter 'Inez. Mr. and declares:
tended to'relieve such symptoms as
with them some every day. Mr.
It contains no narcotics.
the
to
billions
add
to
intended
bill
Mrs. Elisha Orr, Rev. and Mrs. L.
Early in April, the .Japs had over"I was so badly bothered with in- described by Mr. Bowles when due
4 No matter how many medicines and Mrs. C. E. Luter visited his
Guinea,
New
in
Meanwhile
treasury.
all resistance in the
.8. Swann. Mr. and Mrs, J. C. Pas- digestion that I did not want to eat to loss of appetite, insufficient flow
you,have tried, tell your druggist to
Calloway. come almost
the Solomon,. and over the Euro- chall, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van. at all. Nobody has to tell me how of gastric -juices in the stomach,
sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with other sisters while in
Netherlands Indies. Bataan fell on
the understanding you must like the They with Vernon 'returned to the ninth of the month, but Corregicontinued
Yanks
the
continent,
pean
dyke and children. Dean and Jer- you suffer from gas in your, stom- the toxic effects of constipation,
way It quickly allays the cough, per- their homes Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
to dish it out.
-aisd-'Vitans+n - B-1 deti *envy.- *es
•ry. Mr. and Mrs. Clersis Wilson ach that nearly _euts--iaffmitting rest and sleep, or you ax's to Trevathan and son Vernon Jr. dor held on despite continuous arMOM
7.
,On Saturday, November
tillery And air attacks. Then the
have your money back.(My.)
and son Deere" and Mr. and Mrs breath, for I know. I lost about cept no substitutes. Re onga may
thought it best to wait until spring Japanese people were given a taste
American
illtabed -thranilli--that -theArdis Byars. It was Mrs. Wick- twenty pounds, and I had to take be _obtained at Wallis Drug.-Adv.
to come North as the weather is of war. On April 17, Brig. Gen.
Rxpeditionary Forces were moving
here.
changeable
Af
North
inOD
I -against Vichy, France.
- Jimmy Doolittle led a squadron of
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hubbs and bombers over Tokyo ad blasted virica. Vichy broke diplomatic relaSaturof
children
Paducah .apent
tions. The fall of Algiers market r
tal spots in that city.
the Japs back-in-New Guinea. On
- Sunday .with Mr.
day night and .
The remainder of the month was August 8 began the United States' the greatest initial American sucend Mrs. Orval Whitlow,
rounded out by men 45 to 84 tegis- Solomon islands offensive as the cess in establishing the long-heralded second front. Lieut. Gen. Dwight
Mr. and Mrs. Norval Short and tering on April 27. Sugar ration4
navy attacked the enemy ffect and D. Es-,er.hower, in command in
daughter Willodean spent last Sun- ing, and wartime price control by
shore positions. The marines landed
day with Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wells the °Pk went into effect the follow- on the 10th and established strong North Africa reported himself "well
a tremendous need for a desk
satisfied" with opening developat Midway.
day.
ing
shore positions. Soon they- wete
some and educational. yet
-- fighting on "Pulagi, , Florida, and ments. Gen. Henri Giraud, French
L Story had
M.F.- and
W.
Amen
Mrs.
found
May
of
day
first
The
(taming boy'. pubitcatioa.
factories Guadalcanal islands. Air, land and
as thWir guests last Sunday' Mr. can
in
workingmen
a 'thy, tor 30 yeara the Boy
and Mrs. A. G. Cunningham and throughout the country producing sea forces joined to beat off attacks
Scouts of America has pub.
children of Cadiz. -Mrs. Story is More and more for victory. The by the Japs. Heavy naval losses
.,lithed BOYS LIFE.
following day, Joseph B. Eastman, Were recoFaidiai both sides. Mean•
in aunt of Mrs.• Cunningham.
Les ilse magazine you
Visitote I,p the home of liff7 defense transportation director, said while in the U. 8. ix of the Nazi
• be glad to
eere. and Mrs. E. -D. Crass Sunday Were
saboteurs .were found guilty and eigive your ion
ecuted; two were imprisoned.
Mrs. Mildred Wasson and daugh,ter Levada of Osege, Tenn. Sgt
On September 2, ar.nouncement
Barrow of Camp Tyscin. 'Tenn.,
was made that U. S. troops were in
Belgian Congo, and that U. S. planes
Mr, and Mr
Mrs. Peddle Workman
n
were bombing the Japs in China.
and son Gene of Murray.
American boffshers made another
Mrs. Beard of Varis_ visited -hill
foray against 'the Japs on the Aleu- spheral who escapes'"from German
• .f..9 brother E. D. Crass and Mrs.:
tians. A Jap sponsored disobedience prison camps both in Ws war and
• ••
through the week.
movement in CaSeego was nipped by the last one, arrived in' Algeria to
the FBI when it arrested 84 Ne- • organize a Freneh North African
oars.
Ode 12.11.•••••
groes and one white -man. Wendell army and"again take up arms side
. Send your order to:
L. Willkie, on his round-the-world . by, side with forces of the Znited
saw un,ma 2 Rork Ave. New York
Yes Register and Ration is Jhe
that train and bes service wee'to be tour of the United Nations, visited -Nations for the defeat of Germany
Or so your newspaper office or local spar
trder of the' day. First it is restricted, News came from.. the the Russian battlefront and returned and Italy."
sugar, and I 'hear there is no Gtoral Sea tone that the Japs were to Moscow toward-the last of the
The closing do's oi.Ametica's first
&Or-Mee of sugar. Next, is kero- whippet! in a great sea battle there. month.„
year of World War II were marked
sene. People tell-me there is no in the middle of the month Mrs.
Action in the Alaskan zone came by intense inteLW in the -news of
shortage et coal VI or gasoline, Oveta Coln -Webby was named head in October. On October 3, the army, developments on tie recently opened
and the -same way with coffee Why of the WAMs. '
supported by the navy, occupied the African second sikeeit and reports
ration them? I -doff see that by
The &Fier attack by the Japs Andreanef group of Aleutian islands from lbe -fer-Iftalr Wattle linesst.the
Taps, Pacific.
so doing it will help the boys or on the American continen4,.came on --elate to Jap-held Kiska. The:
win the war and-4t sure looks to
the like it would handicap sugar'
join Mr. Lee who has be -'there
and coffee groweis and paralyze hogs: last Friday that weighed
,
Watches By Bulova,
for some time.
What is it all -1,622 pounds. Some hog killing I
the oil industry.
Elgin, Hamilton.
Mrs7 Saxon Redden spent •
'Ad a heap of sausage meat and
'-hi
.Pritchett
to
just
be
may
for
Alice
It
anyway?
visiting
Mrs.
•
J. D. and 0. R. Trevathan Mr. and Mrs.,,,Milton Downhltf lb Thursday in Benton with 400,pattern after Great Britain who
Mrs. Cheater Pal.
Pen and Pencil-flab
- _
IRuben Falwell helped Mr. Bisintriehann"'
foetid it necessary to get an equal
•
butcher:4 Povner
?Ir. and Mrs Fitzjerald of CO.saa
.,_
distrIkution from scarcity.
Miss Ltmerillik. Ernetherger of
Diamonds
- Rey. Plild Poyner butchered -five
Obie Hart spent Sunday with E. Dayton, Ohio, speut\Thanksgiving cakr are visiting Mr. and ,Mrs.
•
Ocus Puckett at this writing.
H. Miller and wife:
at home- with her !Alter.
•--.
Silverware
--Mary Dortha Siswnton of Ten- irven Miner and family visited
SEED
and
Mis. Frank Hargis
and
Mr:
•
grandmother
Sunda". .
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna FarriS
of Providence spent nesse.? in visiting her
'
cldn
COMPANY
• •
,
.
Leather Goods
Zelna Farris and family Sent Thatiksgiettig with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Knipe .Lowry.
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Mr. and 'Mrs. Henry Edwards are
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Graduate Optometrist- Witiburn Alton called on Huston nessee
were Sunday guests of Mr.
price
possible
highest
the
get
we will see that you
bacco to our
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS Miller Sunday morning,
the parents of a baby boy born on
.
and Mrs. Jesse Mathis.
•
0. R. Trovethan killed twO n el, Mr. and Mrs. Rower Hall and son Novembet_ML .Mother so( baby
doneoyour part in growing the crop; we will do ours
have
You
it.
for
. doing nicely'.
bogs Monday.-Bull Dog.
of Farmington called on Ittrs. Car- both
We Are Headquarters
M?' Lee Reeves spiel, Monday
by helping you ndivitilt.it ig yew !best advantage.
rie Reeves lyntlay afternoon and
--.
for Seed Cleaning
Mrs. Merle Andrua-T,C.-*--Po
The Christmas Seal Campaign is Mrs. Reeves returned home with
•
espeiignee in greeting tOhinee ha v, given usfJ
the sole means of support of the them..
NEW LOCATION
Every $3- you save now in War
Mrs. Garvis Lee and children
organized campaign against -tbkerapace* grower& 'WirlhInke.
needs and problems
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et
will give, you- $4 later.
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Tires and Tubes
Batteries
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES BOA ALL CARS
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you will receive prompt

MAKE YOU A LIBERAL ADVANCE'
'WE
WHEN Diuyntua,
TOBACcO
--T-01444U1IL-:
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TELE:TONE

room, good lighTs, pro.".

s

i,Polish
.
Tire Boots _____402.4park Plugs
Vita* elit
- Mufflers
limiter*
,•
-JUNI Connections
- Cartridges
Oil Mewl
Tail Pipes
- Lugirication
Battery Cables"
Seat Covers.Tire Patching
Simoniz
1 our Favorite Oils: GulfPfide, Essolube, 14i7oline, Kool.Mator-,. Quaker State and Ring: Free_
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CATHOLIC SERVICES ,.
ethane llarvIcas will be

-essies•at 4102 Olive street

•
held
8:1101

!
tat'
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Charles Thoettpson, Pastor

tional singing led by College Choir
and Howard Swyers. Everyone In.
vited.
The Church Board will meet at
6:30 p.m. Every member urged, to
be - present.
Prayer Service-7:30 p.m. Wednesday.. Will meet downstairs in
the Church.

F

Blood River Ass'n. Caswell Hays Now Vesper Services Each
Sunday at College
SUNDAY To Hold Promotional.Wears Gold Bars
SCHOOL Meet Here Dec. 10
SCOTT FIELD, la, Nov. 27Vesper services will be held bin

Bay War Bonds December 7!
Caswell F. Hays, son of Mr. and the Little Chapel in the college
The
Blood River
Association Mri. W. C. Hays. 1639 Fanner Ave.,
administration building each Sun- AT FIRST.
will hold its monthly promotional
Murray, has just been comMission- day evening at 4:30 o'sloCk,
-316119.F A
Meeting in the First -Baptist Church
ed a second lieutenant in the' Air sponsored by the Methodist -Felof Murray Thursday December 10. Forces tit, Scott Field, Ill., parent
lowship Foundation_
The following program has been
radio school of the Army Air
Special music, devotionals: and
announced:
irorces Technical Training Com- inspirational talks will be given bf
10:30 A M. Devotional-What mand, it was announced today.
'USE
guest
ditudents and. -occasional
Prayer Means to Me-Alfred HarLieutenant Caswell F. Hays re- speakers. Group singing will be 666 TABLETS. SALVE. NOSE DROPS
ris:.
ceived his bold bars in an impress
11:00 A. M., A Praying Church- ive ceremony here, following CoinJ. J. Gough.
-plettoil of an intensive course in
During his
11:45 A7:14.-Round Table Dis- communications.
months Wit St an Aviation Cadet,
he underwent training in code,
11:00-Lunch.
repelL, trans1:00 P. M., District Board .Mort% mathematic
mitters, receivers, radio compass,
ing and WMU Meeting.
circuit analysis, radio telegraph
2:00 P. M.. .Praying Sunday
procedure, flight operations and
School Officers and Teachers-L.
other -highly-technical subjects.
T. Daniel.
Now ready to take his place in
2:45 P. M., Discussion of Miscelcombat duty- as a communications
laneous Questiohs,
officer, Lieutenant Hays earned
3:15 P. M., Report of District
that right by undergoing the most
Missionary-J. C. Outland.
strict type of military discipline
Each church elects one of its
and academic study:
members • te - represent them oh
Scott Field, which also trains enthis Board, and Pastors and OfAiken as radio technicians to
ficials of the Association are memGasoline rationing Is here . . . and we will
bers. Each member is urged to be man America's bombers, is located
six miles from Belleville. III, in
present.
all be staying at home more than ever bethe
"Looking Glass Country" imThe ourpose of. this meeting is
Jere.
Charles Dickens.
to face and plan the work for 1943, mortalized by
both in the •Board meeting and in Formerly a training ground for
•
utought about making our homes
aviators in World War I, it is now
the WMU meeting.
more attractive . . . more liveable'. No
'D. Wilson. •moderator of the devoted exelusivety to the pro,
doubt you've considered new wallpaper as
Association, will he in charge of duction of communication officers
the improvement that will add beauty and
and
enlisted
radio,
operators
and
mcDantei.
MTS.
°vie
meetingthe
charti to gOSIR- hew.
associationai superintendent at meelsinies.
WMU work, will be in .chasge of
1R1T dar.w1M-_-_brionr
- 1- 14at wallpaper has
the WMU meeting.
Give old toys to the Firemen
been orelin11.11 Old 55%'by WPB, Only half
J. H. Thurman. T G. Shelton, They will repair and repaint thew
as much wallpaper will be available next
and A. E. Lassiter compose the for the poor kiddies Christmas.
coaunittee in charge of this meetyear because of war condidena.
ing.
No. that's net a sales talk
. . it's a fact
THINGS TO WHICH THE
We know because It's our business" to
BIBLE ASCRIBES SALVATION
knee.

LESSON

FIRST BAPTIST t.'HURCH
Sam.?. Martin. Pastor
--

_

Impnzred
Lltriforas
-larerstational

'You are cokiatly invited t0:worship with us every Sunday.
Sunday School for all ages starts
promptly at 9:30.
•
Baptist-Training Union at 6:45.
Worship services at. 10:50 a-.ni
and 8 p.m.
B. B. McKinney. one of the
greatest . living writers of Gospel
Hymns, will bring the morning
message. Bro. McKinney is now
secretary of the Department of
Church Music of the Baptist Sunday School Board. He has written
More, than 300 hymns-many of
them are your favorites. Come and
hear him!

- By AROLD f. LUNDQUIST. D. Tr.-Of The bloody Bible Institute of Chicago.
!Released hy Western Newspaper U coml.

Lesson for December 6

666

-RDNDAY SERVICES:
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts SeBible
-School .9:30 am. W. B.
lected and copy righted by Iriternatil
•superintenderiplan to
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.
enjoy one. of- these 'Die classes
s- Sunday.
THE MEANING OF CHURCH
Morning Worship-10:50 a.m. PasMEMBERSHIP
tar will preach. This Sunday is
annually observed as World Mis- 1111.71RAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
LILSSON TIEXT-Colossians 3:1-17.
GOLDEN TEXT-Now e are the body
sidri Sunday; spoosored by the
ot-Christ.
and members In partacular.-1
Wornans Missingary Society. SpeLord's day Bible study 9:45 a.m.
Corintklana 12 21
cial inusit by Howard Swyers.
Worship 10 45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Youth Fellowship-(AF
Miss Bro. E. H. Smith' will preach at
Church membership means a
Ruth Nan. Student Director, in both services
great deal; a fact which has been
charge.
yotath invited.
obscured by the prevalent. idea that
NVednesday: Ladies' Bible class
Evening Worship-7:30 p.m. Pas- .at 2.30 and prayer-meeting at 7
joining the church is just like joining any other organization. We need
tor will preach. Hew-toogrego- p.m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
to be reminded again and again that
A letter from Bro. J. F. Fulford
Samuel C. Melee, Pastor
the local or denominational heganladvises he will be on hand in tIme
sation has real meaning
MI it
„for the second Sunday in DecemSunday morning tne-day"-begias represents in the world a MD'
felloolitip
ber, and expresses interest that with a rejuvenated Sendai School
of true believers who, by the new
a good- -representation she present mee-Wng at 9:45.
birth, have become part o/ the living
ot this the initial. beginning of his
We shall welcome again to our and true church, evilich is the body
labors wiih us
Morning Worship Service at 11:00 of which Christ is the Head.
It is likewise essential that be.
o'clock. the student a capella choir
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY The pastor's sermon topic will be, heifers know what their membership
In the church means, so that they
MAYFIELD
"God Speaks". •
may fully appreciate it and properly
This. week a state-wide cam- present it to the world.
Sunday -Sabel-I:43
paigns is in progress for putting
L A New Life (vv. 1-3).
Sunday Church Serviemt,141111
Use motor copses of the 'PresbyThe church inenther is to! aegis
.m.
terian March before the Presby-bas
-Wednesday , evening seryices-- terian congregations of Kentucky. be) a Christian. that is,.arie 111*
passed from death to life through
8:00 p m.
Our, church is fortunate in secur- thethe regenerating work of God in
ing one' of the four outstanding Christ (John 3:6, 7). Thus he has be.
Speakers. He is the representa"a new creature; old things
tive of the- Board of Foreign Mis- have passed away; behold all things
sions, Rev. Kenneth L Parker, are become new" ill Cor. 5:17).
Ph D.. frorn North India. Dr. ParThis new spiritual being has enker will be with us -.Sunday even- tirely changed interests and desires:
ing speaking tit the Westminster The -things of thOvorld 'MUM he
Fellowship. II will be an open used to love have now become dis- OR IT caarr Di HAD
meeting of this group. An invi- tasteful to him. The thing! of the
.0. L. Francis, Minister
WWWWWIC
_tenon is extended. not only to our Spirit which used to seem strange
That's why we arse you to consider NOW
Write To
There are two sides represented
-own . members but to all in the and not understandable to him ii
that wallpaper job you've been thinking
community who wish to hear this Cor. 2:14) now become the center In the scheme of redemption. The
of for year home.
authoritative voice from India. Dr. act his he. Being risen 'With Christ divine side includes the work of
Parker has been serving:ea
mis- In newness of life he seeks those God, the work of Christ, and the
Addresa Him At
We think you should not %tan until spring
things which are above.
work of the Holy Spirit. Also, the
.
Wonary for 15 years.
WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.
to buy yogi. wallpaper. Caine in at your
of the church, in reaching
work
IL
A
Changed
Life
(vv.
4-13).
Eveiry Wednesday 'evening. at 7:30
earliest convenience, look over our stock
Setting .one's heart upon things the alien sinner with the gospel,
Prayer Meeting is held in our
above' means that the fife will be nwist be classed as divine We here
and make your selection now while there
church.). Vtiitors are weleiame.
changed. There will be a putting hat the things to-which -the Bible
WildltaillathaltDadekillikIlilasWilkii.kBlidt).2iNS.S.X: an
is an ample supply.
-Mankind s greaf_need is for a
off orthe things of earth and a put- asCrib&salvation, on ,the' part of
true and living faith"
_
ting on of the new man,,in practice
Every Day And Hear
as well as in creed_
1. God at Tint. tit Jam -11101
SINKING SP111141
-d CHI'RCH
Although the Christian is a new
Him
Read Your Name.
(Mad. 1:21; Lute 19:19)
2.
Christ
T. O. Shelton, Paster
creature in Christ, he bears with
3. The Holy Spirital Cor. P11;
ten until he dies (or Jesus comes)
•
14:264
Let us worship the Lord and the old nature. which tries to hold Jno.
4.
lerd's
Gift
(Roan:
1113;
11..11t9.
adore His Name. .
him down, to draw him back to SW
,
"For in him dwelleth all the ful- worldly and fleshly things alai 3:11)
ness, of the Godhead bodily, and ye whist he was saved.
1,
-10
1510 On Your Dial ,
R God's Grace (Eph. 2:
are complete in him. ,which is the
But the Christian is to "make no'
107 North Fifth Street
Telephone 323
7- god's' Marry (ZWIL,2:4;'11tus
head of all principality and pow- provision for the flesh, to fulfill the
_
_
" Col.-2.164ilualit thereat" Alarm .13.;„1.441,
Bathroom Scales
Fancy Cookie Jars
5 W885 1J88 •171,.
The Lard's chthiren should editbe rather to "reckon" himself 'lö be
_
$1.29
$3.95
together On the Lord's day at the,, dead indeed unto sin, but alive ioto 1:611
Lord's house lb study his word Gad through Jesus Christ Our Lord?' - Rsiiie•Deetti of an.* icol. 1:22;
This calls for an act of his will Rom. It HI)
and worship Him.
10. The Life of CAlist (Rom.
(and a repeated or continuous act)
/1,Tble School. 10' a m.
•
by which he puts away the sinful 5:10)
Preaelsing. 11 am.
things mentioned in verses 54. One
11. The Blood co/Christ **(Rom.
0
0 pm.
might sum them up In two groups: 511: Heb 914; I Jno 11S
Preaching. 7-30 pm
•
111 senual indecency and Immoral12 The Resurrection of Christ
Wednesday Prayer Meeting and
ity (v. 51, and 121 wicked words and
Rom .425: 1/Cor. 15:17-20)
Teacher's meeting 7 p.m.
attitudes (vv. 8, 91. -- The early
13. The- (aMpel of Christ Moo.
'Suggestive reading for one- and church had,
no corner on such sin.
.
all: Prov. 5th . Chapter. Note ver- They mar Christian fellowship now. 1:105,/
14. Preeching II Cor, 1:11; Merit
ses 11, 12, 13.
They ought not do so. for the church 111:11,.111.4
• &Max Set.
breed Ben,Cake Bon
member should show the new life at
- ,the Name of --Mist lActi
$2.98'and up
Me eat*
MURRAY ,CHICUIT
the soul by a changed We before his
.
4eliosinnart.
'
On'the part of the sinner:
te. L. Lax. Pastor
DL A Gracious tie (vv. 14-17). -4. Hearing Matt. 17,5; Luke 8:15;
• Vforghip at Goshew-riext Sun,.T•Ero often, following Chsisl'sand
- no. 5:24. 25)
thy morning at 11, and' at Lynn church membership-has not seemed -^i
2. Believing (Faith), (Jno. 11:24:
Grove at 7:15 p.m.
attract:ix. to the unbeliever, nor has
'Church school at Goshen. Lynn it recommended 'the grace of Gad, Rom.- 10:10-,sRom. 5:1)
3. Repentance (Luke 134; Acts
Grove, Martins. Chapel, and. New because it has been a sad, unpleas•
• 4
- •
ant, negative thing which God never 3:19)
Hope each' Sunday at 10 am,_
Confession alp*. '10:32,--Intended It to be,
•
To the average nois-Christiati Born. 10:9. 10),
Dr. Robert Koch. discoverer in
3. Calling (Rom. R113. 144
1682 of the tubercuolsis germ said (rightly or wrongly), the matter of
Smoking Stand
Pitcher, Bowl, Cookie
alai it ig not, the number of deaths. being a Christian seems to be is' IL Brjrig Baptized _(Acts. 2:38; 22:
from TB that medical - men should either drab affair. of denying one's IS;- I -Pet, 3:21). 7'
$1.95
Jar-39c each and up
7. Obedieni:e (Heb.' .5:9; _Matt
studY, but the spread of the dis? self the interesting and pleasant
things' of life. Those who feel that 7:21)
ease arming the living,
C- -2"
'way have never !eon the real tng, - 1. Endurance (Matt.• 24:13)
for if they had, they would genie .9. Being Faithful (Rev. 2:141; 3
(exeri though they could not undeate Cor.' 1):24
stand-it) that here was the
1H. Adding drat*. 'Ix
1:5-11)
oilne
:trent of all that ts heat In life,
hiesttr
iW
1,
,
v;
#
Ti.•
Saving ninseIVIArts--2:004
tipr4
The purpose and plan of God
12, upioppg 'Rum. gat-Rift, 817_
•
man is that he shou/d156 ,,in
ship with Min; and thus to be. set
waliekuig fins. 21: Phil. 2:121
free front- the limitations and the
14. Speaking cortectly (Matt. 12:
disappointments of human life apart. . 37,
36
Silverware Sets
from 'God. The normal tile of the
Shopping Cart
register at The Brown Hotel in Lnui34111
The first
Christian
is
one
of
love,
peace,
job
.*
$2.98 and up
$2.95
ex-Pcemier,
Mr. LloydGeorge. From that clay
A
rea
-was England'sread Vii▪ mber-ibri
fellowship, praise and th,ankfulneas_
I us make djust that in this world. w""1"..
this, The Brown has been Louisvilk's favorite hotel for bunk
hotrod, war,-- sorrow, div' '
riaiL.Jogratituda.
,
-nweroironflEiiiie
-when-risey-trayet.
ITZBCO,
-This portion or Scripture' merlin
' a closer examination. Note first Mr
"
--9111P11
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CHILDREN

SANTA CLAUS

GIVE PRACTICAL GIFTS
_ THIS CHRISTMAS!

Tune In At
4:15

i

WLAC

F

Air444,

'

e"-•

MURRAY PAINT
& WALLPAPER COMPANY

IS

LilL, I ALWAYS 'STAY
AT TOE

first choice

thousands

vie own to:

_
is needed

p-

_

,

fears. WSW Coreohiee

Erectai Seta
$1.25 and up
' -

,

▪ „ Footballs • •
'• $1.00 ancl-• up

•

American Logs
- '40e and'up •

• .. and a thousand and one other-.gifts
• to cheese from!
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PLUMBINGsUPPLIEI
•
BUHAING & FARM.
. --HARDWARE
•

.10-19`121•_hentil wit h unites these
_Christian grices into a whela which
Is harmonious and -well-balanced.
Naturally, the peace of Christ win
he the ruling factor in such a life,
tontr011ing the heart, the' seat of
man's emotions and affections.
- Suds a life is Itgivatet Ind de- •
veloped'day the in ening of God's
Word arEl (note it) "richly." The
weakness of litany a-church is foUed
right her.--there is so little teaching
• receiving_ of the Word into Use
heart. •
ehrtsttan faith exprestei Itself in
-song. - "j'
halt
best put gladness in
my heart" (Ps. 4:71, and that means
. a song. How true it Is -that hymns
and -sengs teach and adrroaelsh.us.
' The ,life of the ChrillTan chtireh
rogfriber is always conditioned by,
1 one
controlliNg intltiencti..
the *01-of God. He does all things,
even the.supposedly little or secular
I. things, -in the namtk of*I2D Lord.
consta t_ttiankfulneis
' Jesup, with
'which alga -up. hint • sweet Ilscenar _
Father through Christ.••to Uri..
.. _
• -

•

A. B. Beak & S611
Kst..1897, -.Murray, Ky..

3.AAII.A3;11110alildiAgagjodhawaikinikA

Plan to Bay Mar- bonds, December 7.

litAiseisou•ickt-this--pcofkunost-Ittellimalut.- SIMI'Brown, We don't regaid--41 -FulsA- to-put Vito words. Here
"freight
in transit". The wen and
patrens
as
some
kind
of
our
Women who stop her are Out guests-nice, friencliv_people who,
like ourselves, simply *int 4-be treated courteously, and made
comfortable while they's-Amy from home. So that's what we
try to do for them,and asey like it!

Wa/Car Miller, frojefeler
IN F. Main St.
FbenelitillIt
•

lie p Them Clektme the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Tour kid/seri are coostantly,Itere
wits, maiteretime flif moon amts.-Fru
11,eln•ye semptisies lag is their work- -do
not act as Nature intended-fail in remove impurities thet, if retained, me,
promos the eines' and upset the whole,.
body maehisiery.
Symptoms may-be nagging infritacbe,
-.Dreamiest headaehif,setae b. of dizziness,
.ifettbig up nights. swelling4flinese
- ender the eyes-a• fee"crossg
ervn
sanity and loss .of pep and
rengt h.
Other sign. of kidney or Madder disorder are sometime" hurninffi panty Cr
LW, frequent unnatimi. •
There sliouldiie no doubt that pionist,
trestrnent is vim., than neglect. Die
Dime's Pills Doen's haye been wianitig
nes friends ler more than forty years.
'They hive a nation-whir. reoutItlosi.
Are re
,
ornmenelled by irateful people Olo
manta,. over. Art yews

,

That sounds almost too easy, doesn't it? -But, belicve us, lais,ef
people say Ws practic:ally unique! Next ,time you're-in Louisville,
see if you don't agrees We hope you'llt give us a trial.
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Staglege;

E. II. Kenney Made
First Lieutenant
MEDICAL REPLACEMENT
TRAINING CENTER, Camp Berkeley, Texas, Nov. 25 iSpeciall—E.
Kelieey. 434 North Edward _St_
Murray, Ad son of Mrs. VernLce
M. Kenhey, today was promoted
from second lieutenant to first
lieutenant, according to announcement from the office of Brig. Gen.
Roy C. Heflebower, Commandant
of MRTC and the medical Officer
Candidate School. Lt. Kenney is
assigned as an instructor to the
School.

7!

6

ROPS

The Mth Seal in the sheet of
Christmas Seals carries the identifying mark of the lithographer.
Seals are an important item to
stamp collectors.

Sheriff Nabs Slot
Machine, Liquor In
Raids Yesterday
Sheriff Crl B.• Kingins and
Deputy Charlie Marr yesterday
afternoon "raided the Little Red
Hen-, restaurant at the corner of
Maple and Railroad avenue, and
seiaed....ir_airit machine—the first in
this -couoty this year. The proprietor, Jeff Allbritten, W4kS arrested but later released when he
filed a bond for ;100.
The slime afternoon the sheriff
and his deputy found several pints
of legal whiskey at John Grogan's
-place near the railroad in Murray. John Grogan, colored, was
arrested, but later releasAl'on
$250 bond.
Both the slot machine and the
liquor were confiscated by the
Sheriff.
s— •
Medical research in tubercutsis,
financed by the Christmas Seal
Campaign, is going on in 11 outstanding universities throughout the
country.
Ninety-five per cent of the
money in the Christmas Seal Campaign remains in the state in which
it is raised. Five per cent goes
for the national campaign.

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

— THE

Buy Your War Bonds and Stamps Heret±
TODAY and

FRIDAY '

EVERYBODY GOES ROMANTIC IN THIVROCKIES/

BETTY GRABLECARMEN MIRANDA
JOHN PAYNE •
JAMES ...,Z'c'"41.
N. HARRY ROMERO ."Z
"
CESAR

Another Dasluell
Hammett Myttery

Mr. and Mrs. Willie Story, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Johnaton, Mrs. "Red", Mr.
Jones and 0. L. Cain, also Mr. Botin's grandson a Dowdy boy we'e
dinner guests. In the afternoon Mrs
Edward Dowdy and 'children called to help her mother. The sausage was ground and put away,
the lard was rendered and five 30pound cans were filled of lard
which was not bad for two hogs.
Yep, Mr. and Mrs. Murray Can
will soon have a hog killing. Can't
be too soon: ' . '
Douglas(
Rev. Prentice
' The
wife remains in a very seriOnS condition at the Clinic-Hospital. Mrs.
Douglass is Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jelanston's granddaughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones have
returned from St. Louis where they
have been visiting Mrs. Jones' son,
Mrs. Thales Graham says she
carried 19 dozen eggs to market
last week and Mrs. 011is Anderson 17 dozen. I can boast only two
dozen. But just wait until I get
that laying mashMrs. Lula Moody is on tha sick
list today and was very ill all
s
nc
it
htte.rodToso
o. bad the children are

New Conc.rd Downs Murray Livestock
Faxon 37-27 to Keep Co. Market Report
Unblemished Record

TIGERS END
BRIWANT
GRID SEASON

Bales a December 1
Last Friday night Coach Oury
Total Head-824..
lossiter's New Concord Redbirds
Cattle: I,,çngfed steers, 12.00shot their way to a 37-27 -win ever
Buford Hurt's Faxon Coy,otes to 12 60; short fed steers, 10.50-12.00;
keep their record unblemished this baby beeves, 12.00-13.00; fat cows,
season. 'The Lassiter-coached men, 800-9.50; canners and cutters, 5.00tilts thus far. 7.50; bulls, 7.00-11.00.
have won Your
conquered Lynn
The
Redbirds
Yeats: No. 1 veal., 14.70; No. 2
Grove 22-14, Hardin 31-18, Hazel veals, 13.90; throwoutz. 10.80-13.10.
37-27, and Faxon 37-27.
43logs: 180-200 111--13.11111r--200-280
In Friday night's play, Faxon lb, 13.05; 230-280
lb, 13.04; 280-290
led, 4-3 but Aver,e_behieci 20-10 at tb, 12.90; over
290b, 12.75; 155-175
the .half and 27-16,at the close of
lb, 12.715; 120-150 lb, 1.2.30; roughs,
the third frame. Buchanan, Con12.50-12.65.
cord center, was high pint man
of the evening with 12 markers. He
About 1.300 tuberculosis germs,
was followed by Coleman of New
Concord, and Ragsdale and De- placed end to end, would just about
cross the head of a pin.
Priest of Faxon with 8 each.

Down Blue Devils
27-12 at Paris
On Thanksgiving

To bring their 1542 grid season
to a brilliant conclusion, Coach Ty
Holland's Murray High Tigers displayedthem
ir delayed Tstrength to
roll over the Grove High Blue
Devils of parts, Tenn., to the
.tune
of 27-12 Thanksgiving Day afternoon. at Paris and thereby gained
the first leg on the Post-Intelligencer-Ledger & Times trophy.
The trophy will become the perm.
The lineups:
anent possession of the winner of
Concord 37
Pos.
Faxon 27
the annual Turhey Day clash for
Thompson
Roberts 6
F
three consecutive years.
RUBBER STAMINA*
Ragsdale 8
Elkins 4
F
The Tigers brought to a close
Brandon
4
Buthanan
12
'
C
Quick fierviliel
on that day a highly satisfactory
DePriest 8
Allbiatten
G
schedule with a record of eight
McClure 1 For quick, accurate service
Coleman 8
G
wins against two losses. These de.
Subs: New Concord—Thompson, on rubber stamps, call us —
Sunday visitors in Mrs. "Red's" feats were administered .by two
Hendon, J. Shepard 2; Faxon—New- You get just the stamp you
top-ranking- .teams in the conferri
he
orm
so
en waen
re
0
46
11
0
1a
berry, Williams
order, no mistakes, at very,
Mi
dn
so andBudIdrdys;
Mrs. ence—Marion and Mayfield.
The Redbirds will journey to reasonable ,prices.
scored the first tally of
Bernice Steele of near Kirksey.
Evelyn Ankara, pictured above, Almo Friday night to meet the
Mrs. Maud Champion and son the game early in the first qtfarter,
THE LEDGER & TIMES
pea- has the leading feminine role in Almo High Warriors,
Veronica Lake (the beautiful Bill of Knight and Miss AVIS. Hod- immediately after they gained
session of the ball on an exchange the movie, "Sherlock Holmes and
lady with the unique hair-do—pic- ges of Murray.
the Voice of Terror," due at the ROOKS AND MAGAZINES
Pvt Lloyd F. Champion of New of punts. After a series of running
tured above) is one of the stars in
Varsity Theatre here Thursday and ARE NEEDED AT TYSON
a movie from the pep of Dashiell York, N. Y., is expected home this and driving plays, Ogden was the Friday of next
week.
. reCeiver on a 'double reverse and
Hammett, author ad that famouil week.
This is another of the famous
yards
for
the
score.
dashed
12
he
a,aneqi_gow
g_.
Reading material for the soldiers
.
picture, "The Thin Mau," eta few
Sherlock Holmes mystery stories,
years ago., In this dramatic mys- radio technician school et Lexing- Max Gibbs, who is really a speed which have been popular for many at Camp Tyson is urgently needed,
tery she is loved by two strong ton, Ky., says boys under lit do merchant for his weight, took the generations. Basil Rathbone plays and all persons having new or old
men—Brian Dunlevy and
Alan not have to join the Reserves Usitil ball across the line for , the extra Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce magazines and books that they no
urra lad 4.
t and
longer want are asked to leave
add. ?here's plenty of excite- they beeorne 48 Red.
D.. Watson.
Murray kicked off to the Blue is berti
-them inside-Me door of Mrs. J. D.
ment in this picture, to be shown
Devils and they at once opened up
Rowlett's home on Main Street.
at the Varsity Theatre here Sunwith a blasting aerial attack which
It is hoped that -a large number
day and Monday.
ended with Hankins tossing the
of books and magazines will be
sphere to Waddy for a marker.
donated before Christmas. The reGrove's try for extra point was no
cently organized Grey Ladies Corps
good and the score was 7-0, Murwill see to the distribution of all
The following Homemakers Clubs ray.
donations.
Mrs. Willie Story killed will theet next week:
a.
Following an exchange of punts
two-Klee hogs iast Tuesday. Thole
Tuesday, December 8, Faxon club
frame.
Marion
the
third
early
in
Telephone
64
Dawson
Springs,
Is
Earle Hall,
who partook of a -good old country will meet in school building.
Atkins intercepted a Murray Pass
We Deliver
dinner wore Mr. and Mrs. Thaler
Wednesday, December 9, Pales- and raced 40 yards. to place the the fourth student from Murray
Graduate Veterinarian
State College to be reported killedi
Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Orville tine club will have an all day
scoring
position.
Hankins
ball
in
in action in the second
World
Office Across Street From
Whitlow, Mr. and Mrs.- Trevathan, meeting in the home of Mrs. 0.
completed a 10-yard pass to Wad- War, according to an official no- I
County Agent's Office
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bolin, an Mr. W. Clark, beginning at 10 A.M.
Haokins
rammed
the
Phones:
dy,
and
then
tice from Rear Admiral Randall
and Mrs. Ray Johnston. The lard
Thursday, December 10, White ball over die center of the line
Office 5683; Res.560R Murray
Jacobs, chief of bureau of navigawas rendered and the sausage was Oak club will meet.-7for Grove's second touchdown and tion.
ground and sacked. Just fun for
Friday, December 11, New Prov- put the Blue Devils ahead 12-7.
Hall, the son of William Thomas I
that many:
idence club will meet with Mrs.
The momentary lead only piled Hall of Dawson Springs, was an
Next on the list of hog killing Henry Hargis.
coals of fire upon the Devils. The aviation machinist mate, second
was Mr_ and Mrs. Lee Bolin who
Tigers came back with fierce at- class, United States Navy, and was
had two fine fat hogs butchered. _ Buy a Bond a Monts for Victory?
.
tack!' with the opening of the fin- officially announced to have lost
al quarter and pushed over three his life in the service of his counmore touchdowns before the final try on December 27. 1541.
ON YOUR
Murray's second touch- ' He was enrolled at Murray from
down canie after Polly had re-, February 15, 1937, until January
turned a punt 25 yards and on the 28, 1938, and was a member of the
following play Tip Miller scatted freshman basketball team.
CHILDREN
_ Ilc
ADULTS_Ific
across the goal line but was said
The telegram received by Hall's
Why wait 2 or 3 weeks to have your tires recapped when you
lo have stepped out of bound. The father from Rear Admiral Jacobs
can
get almolpt 24-boar service here, with the best of materials
Tennesseans then committed an er- follows:
and workmanship available anywhere. Only best materials
ror by puntibg Into the hands of
"After exhausted search it has
used in vulcanizing.
Max Gibbs who took it on the been found impossible to locate
dead run and went 75 yards for your son, Earle Boitnott Ball. aviaOVER NIGHT SERVICE
the score. Polly ran the ball over tion machinist mate, second class,
or the extra point and Murray U.S. Navy, and he has therefore
Overnight service sin truck and bus tires. Positively the beef
off to been officially declared to have
led 14-12. Polly
equipment and experienced workmanship money can buy.
Giove and after a few unsuccess- lost his life in the service of his
Bring us your ration board .certificates. We'll have you roiling
ful attempts punted out to Murray. country as _of December' 27, 1941
•
in no time. Speed is our motto—dependability is our reputation.
Polly. .displaying his usual driv- The department expresses To you
Bing Crosby
ing power, carried the ball over its sincerest sympathy.'
CALL ADAMS FOR REAPS IN A HURRY!
A letter from Frank Knox, secfor- the marker and also placeMary Martin
kidred the extra point to put Murwa-itstary.of the Navy, was alsa received: "I desire to offer to you
ray in the lead 21-12. .
WRITE, CALL Olt WIRE
Brian Dunlevy
Again Paris chose to receive and my 'personal condolence in the
Earle
Polly's kick off went over the goal tragic death of your son,
Rochester
line. The ball went back Into play Boltnoit Hall, Aviation Machinist's
on Paris' 20. The Blue Devils were Mate second class, United States
•
held to no gain and immediately Navy, which occurred on DecemPHONE Ill
PARIS. TENN.
kicked out.
The balL, went to ber 27. while in the performance
brilliantly of his duty.
Ben
Crawfosd who
"It is hoped that you may find,
brought the ball back to Paris' 30yard line. At this point, rip Mill- comfort In the thought -that he
er, Tiger passing ace, dfOpped made the supreme sacrifice upholdback and heaved a perfeet pass us.-Ing the highest traditions of the
THE GREATEST MUSICAL OF THE VEARI
Billy Joe Saunders who was wig- Navy, fn the defense of his coun15/GLORIOUS SONG HITS!
lug for it in the end „tone. Cr - try."
Other Murray students who are
ford's attempted drop-kick was
Wide. This brougAt the score tri known to have lost their lives in
World War H are Russell Snyder,
read -Murray 27: Paris,12.
4
Coach Holland threw his entire Corbin, Ky, who died in actidh in
saccmd team Into the lineup with the Japanelte sneak attack in Vie
tahe exception of Polly. After a Pacific; Harry Haney, McKenzie,
ld died in an airplane
few running plays, the final whistle Tenn., Mi
blew, and Murray led in a 12-year crasbi..last --Summer; and. Herman
series with Grove bY:a score of hith-A. Georgetown, Ill., who died
this fall in settee somewhere in the
Pacific.

• Murray Route 2

Earle Hall 4th —
College Student
To Die in War

Homemakers
Schedule

Dr. J. J. Dorman

FOIN611,M t.
ROcillES
IN
2oe.
LOW•11.11* .111.
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SATURDAY ONLY

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice CO.

NO DECAY!

CAPIT

TIRE RECAPPING

TODAY and FRIDAY

S
GARY GRANT VICTOR McLAGLEN
•
•f

•

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.
MAN FONTAINE
Saw Jaffe • blow& Cinema
PANDA() S. ISILMAN •••••• trock.olow • Proay<Yd a Ye dYecNcl by 010.04 5TIVO41
fro., a Oafs by Ais Hods owl Cu,Mar.A0...r • Soy.* May by lool Sayre and Insd
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY

-

"IS

NEW—Fox Movietone News gives Picture eurnmer7 on U. S. v•ac_etfort
•
since Pearl Harbor.
Pre-Flight Cadet: lbw U. I. Army Air Corgi 01111k5
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TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
NEP/HILARioust
its

; Càrj.oj Thanks
• .4ith FAY WRAY
ROBERT ARMSTRON
BRUCE CABOT

-

Ilimummodlimad

We wish
'
iirexpress our sincel-c
to every -ono .Lor their
4Ndndness and help during tge
-1-nets -sad death of ssur dear
hosfater
ho contri
uted in any way' to lighten our
berden and grief in our deep sorrow.
To' Rev. Blankenship and Rev.
J. H. Thurman, and the Churchill
Funeral Home, also Dr. L. D. Hale
we feel deeply indebted.
May God bless you when your
haw of sorrow comes.
Mrs. R. H. Elkins And children.

mit camitasx_p
,
**tiger

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

JANE FRAZEE ROBERT PAIGE
PEGGY RYAN

CORI SIR COLLINS

*
CHARLES BOYER
*
"Allthes
HAYWORTH
*
V 'leaven
RITA
*
e
s tarS
*
GINGER ROGERS
aril1..
Th
.Y
t he'fmarches
FONDA
*
. 10licsi••
Says
HENRY
*
LAUGHTON
* CHARLES
ROBINSON
**:0,
G.
EDVVARD
*
ROBESON
WATERS
A* SKI'ROCHESTER'

starrtn9

.NGR
GLORIA JEAN DesaidOTON

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
•
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•
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1/.44r,e,

Service Notes
.t:

,

BENJAsink. HARRISON,

FORT
Tnet.-It720t.

uddrOTt

btun,

to Fort Betuung. Ga., for
training.

son

basic

GREAT LAKES, III.— Buster
Overcast, 23, husband of Mrs. Mary
S. Overcast, Route 3, Paris, Tenn.,
a taking basic triining as a Bluejacket at the U. S. Naval Training
Station here.'
.
Hoffman Swann is home this
amok from Climp• Swift, Texas, on
-&-istes. days' furlough.

WORLDI-

., Mr. arid Mrs. F. F. Mellen of
Jackson, Miss., tire the parents of
FOR 1:11111CT 0111.1Er from Miseriill
baby wit]. born Friday, weighing
of colds—coughing,phlegm,irrita- s-n7 1-4 -pounds. Mr. Mellen is the
tion, clogged upper air passages-son .of"'Prof. And Mrs. F. P. Mai.
rub throat, chest, and bacR with
lest of Murray.
Vicks VapoRub. Its poultice-andvapor action brings relief withotit
dosing.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
McClure;
ALSO, FOR 111EAD
Ittrute 3, Murray, are the 6roud
COLD "sniffles",
parents. of an 8 1-4 pound girl
melt a spoonful
born Wednesday, December 2.
of VapoRub in
hot water. Then
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crouse, Route
have the child
breathe in the
3, Murray, announce the arrival of
attainingva pors„ VViiPO Rua
a 9 pound boy December 2.
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LOCAL NOTES
Natterree_Wed Ta
Robert Fielder In Detroit
•

C

MRS. H. I. SLTDD, Editor

-

Casa-aa..4•-

a

Miss • Ruedean Ratterree, daughs ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rattersee of New Concord, became the
_bride of Robert- Fielder of Detroit
soz .01 Mr. • and 'Mrs. Rasana.
Fielcr77.7r•NeTir`rolro.
77d. The
.weddieg took pave on Saturday,.
I October 31. in the home of
') brother, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
1 Fielder, Defrait.
t
The single ring ceremony was
• beautifully solemnfzed by Res'.
Raymond Riggs. in the presence
of several., friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Kline, Mrs. Maurine Hines.
Mrs. Fi ieda Smith and ethers.
:
MiSs Irene Davis and Mr: Warren Jewett were the Oily - attendants. -The bride, a lovely blonde.
17:3-S
red in f street model Of
blue vs.tis harmonizing accese.ortes.
Mrs. Fielder is a graduate of
New Co,ncord High SchooL
The .young couple will maks
their home in Detroit where Mr
Fielder is employed in defense
industry. _
• • -• • 111
Proyidenee Homemakers
Meet With Mrs. Alibt•itten

, The Weodinen circle. Officers'
Club inset in the home et Miss
Katie Martin . Tuesday night, November 24, with 14 members present Plans were materialized for
e Christmas- party to be in` the
horrile-aof Mrs. Martha Carter the
night of December 10 to which all
Woodmen Circle members are invited •
Following the bUsinew,a.session
Miss Martin led in fun and frolic
dering the social hour. Mrs. Jessie Houston won the closely contested prize for personal funny
experiences.
Miss Martin Was assisted by her
mother and Mrs, Calista Butterworth In serving a -delicious party
plate which was so delectible many
called tor recipes. The next offioers meeting. well be in January:
se •,•
se
•
Presbyterians Auxiliary Holds
I Day Meeting

TELEPHONE 247

_
Mallee1011•11 Jacobs Is
Shower

I Monday Club Meets With
Mr. and Mrs. Miller •

Social Calendar

!

'HELLO; WORLD!t

Mr. and Mrs. John Miller were
Remember that defense work
hosts to their bridges club Monday
should be an pisential part of
evening at their home. Additional
every week4Y calendar, and
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
services
badly
your
.
a
r,e
that
Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. -George
needed by your Ideal Red
Baker. -and Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
Cross. Give at least
per
Houston.
cent ..of your timid IN lesal- asMr., and,., Mrs. Wells Overby reservice.
•
•- ceived_ the high score prizes.
Saturday, December 5
--- aaal-..deligtitful party plate wag
Mrs. Ray Munday and Mrs. David served at the conclusion of the.
McConeell will be hostesses at two games
o'clock to the Children-of the Confederacy at the home -of the for- Dr. Lowry Speaks At
mer.
Alpha Meeting
Monday. Deeember
The Monday afternoon bridge
club will meet with Mrs. Charles
Hire.
The regular 'meeting of the Zeta
Department of• the Woman's Club
will be helfi at the club house at
p.

•17;

Simon Jacobs was honored
Mr. and Mrs. Coda•Suiter of Detreat are receiving congratulation's with a stork shower -on Wedsseson the arrival of an 8 pound daY; November 25. at the home of
Bea .Purdom. After
the
daughter, their first child, No- Miss
vember 24: She has been named honoree opened the many lovely
Shirley Ann. Grandparents of the and useful gilts, games were playlittle miss are Mr -and Mrs. J. M. ed and a deliginask salad plate waa
served to the fillSishing:Sauter, Route 6, Murray.
sa.
Mrs. Joe Carson. Mrs. H. M.
_ Mr.. and Mrs. Henry Edwards of Crass, Miss Marjorie Crass!, Miss
Mate; are the proud parents of Mary Cunningham, Mrs. Bill Davis,
Mrs. Mason Evans, Mrs; 'Milburn
a boy born November 30.
Evans, Mrs. W. J. Gibson, Mrs.
Clarence Griffin, Miss Lucy Lee,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parker
Miss Bea Purdom, Miss Sarah Ruth
North Sixth street Murray, areatheso.
Rhodes, Mrs. Solon Shackelford,
proud 'parents of a 9 lb. 5 oz. son
Mrs. John Whithell, and Mrs. Si._ •
born December 2.
mon Jacobs.
—
•a
Those. sending gifts were Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kelso,
Josephine Brewer, Miss Margarat
Lynn Grove, are receiving conNell Cole, Mrs. Leon- Hale, Miss
gratulations on the arrival alf a boy
Vjvian Hale, Mrs. Fred Hale, Mrs.
weighing 5 lb. 8 oz. on Tuesday;
Freeman Harris, Mrs. Isle Mae
December 1.
Irvan, Miss Normal Dale MeCuis-ton, Mrs. Denny Smith,, and Mrs.
Mr. mid Mrs. Oliver Cherry an- Clay Tho
.masson.
nounce the arrival of a 7 lb. 11 oz.
daughter Monday, November 30.

Dr. C. S. Lowry, of the college
faculty, was the guest speaker - at
the November meeting of the Alpha Department of the Woman's
Club which was held Saturday
afterwoon'id the club house. Following an introduction by, Miss
Berne Manor, Dr. Lowry brought
a.
timely and thought-Provoking
December
y,
I
The Woman's Auxiliary of the
There will be a meeting of the iscussiorin--Breaking Down the
Presbyterian church „held an all
-01-the Womart Social 'and Economic afriers in
day Missionary 'Educational meet- executive
istian Service at America."
ing at the church on Tuesday, Ma. Seciety of
home of Mrs.
Mrs.. E. 'S. Diuguid. Jr. persided
three o'clock at
cembet I.
over the - business 'session which
The mornipg sesaian was taken J. T. Cochran.'
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight are.
The AAUW will gpeet,.at the col- preceded the program. Mrs. George the proud parents of a
. The New Providences) Royne- up. with the,revietv of several
son isorn
nnak-rs club. mefillaceently with chapters of the
Mlatem Study lege library at. 730 ts. The Hart President of the Woman's Nuvernber TV
Mrs. Jim Allbrittena The meeting book by Mrs. James .1, Dorman. program will be -Kducation in the Club, was introduced, and prewas called to order-Ale.' the Press' AT ruiori-a delectable Covered dish Emergency" with Miss . 11azel Tata -vented -a plan from the General
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hinkley,
Federation of Women's Clubs for. Camden, Tenn., announce
of 1-the educati
dent Mrs. Allhritten. Eight mem- was served, during which time the ry, chairman
the birth
hfi:-and Mrs. Paul Tohnston of
giving aid to student nurses. The
bers answered roll call by giving group heard an interesting discus- committee, in chatige.
of a b07_411__Ntivemlaer _26_
Ttevtke--Otilthe---prirersti-ed
Albha Department- votrd- to co- Clinic-HospitaL
—Ideas on what ,
iviaiadabe an inex- sion of the economic' situation in
Wednesday. December II
a daughter. Dianne McRae. who
operate in carrying out the plan.
Isensive..but useful Christrnast Mexico given by. Miss Irene de Is
Woodfin Hutson will be Mrs. W. S. Swann reported on the
was born on November 25. Mr.
Alter the business, both oleana Llata of Mexico City. who is a
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Paschall., Johnston is the son of Prof. -and
new. was taken care of. Mrs. S student nd mstructor at Murray hostess to the Wednesday bridge organization . of the _Grey Ladies
club at her home it 2:30 p.m.
Corps of the Red-Cross, and asked Route 1, Murray, are receiving Mrs. R. A. Johnston of Murray,
,L Hargis dressed in Nurses uni- State College.
Mrs. B. B. Wear wilt epterlain that magazines be left at the home congratulations on the arrival of a and Mr's. Johnston- Was, before her
form gave a Most intereeting -thanThe afternoon session was open- the Arts and
Crafts Club at 230 'of Mrs. J. D. Rowlett to be sent son Bebby. Allen. November 30. marriage, Miss Dorothy Norris of
- ohstration on making a bed'forthe ed with the devotional by the
o'clock at the home of Mrs. L. M.
Guthrie. Ky., a former student
to Camp Tyson.
sick". bothie.g and caring for the Pi- Rev. Samuel C. 11.1cK,..e. Mrs. W.
Overby.
Mr. nod Mrs. Lestel Elkins, F' at Murray State College.
tient- She elan demonstrated the D. Lewis. preside-nt. conducted the
' Memoers pledged assistance in
on. are the proud
parents of a
articles needed in a sick raom.
Mr. sad Mrs.- Homer Williams
business sesiiiin antt gave a refilliog the kit bags to be lent to
Thursday. December II
dates-titer, Judy_- 6iann, born No- will leave this afternoon for Madi„ a Mrs. George Shoemaker., pro- view of the final chapter of the
The December business meet- the soldiers.
-, "
- Trani eondactor, sad, charge of thel Mission Study book.
son. Was- where they will visit
ir.g of the Murray Woman's Club
A social hour followed during • inber 29.
• social hour which was
their son. Hubert Williams, who is
enjoyed. by
There _were-about twenty presall be held at the club house at which tea was served by the
Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Downifig, attending radio school in that. city.
ent'• three o'clock. A special feature of hosteneesa Mrs. C. L. Sharborough,
• • •...*:**
• the program will be the American Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.. Mrs. H. I. Route 1, Murray. announce the Before •returping. Mr. and' Mrs.
Refreshments were served by the
_ lhostess, oat ated,___bY 'Man Shoe- Mr.
--- Entertain
Citizenship Forum on the "Evo- Stead. Mrs. W. Z. Carter and 'Miss birth of a girl, Wanda-Dean, No- Williams will visit Lieut. ,Lala
•
vember 28.
maker.
- IU
Dowdy, a former fifirse 'at - -the
'
-don _Of Democracy" which • will' Mayrelle -Johnson...*
Merribers of the- Supper Club
1--- a.,..•,• •
• The next rn4tina Will be 'held at
Keys4louston Clinic, who is now
be pnasented by Miss Ella Well.
_...
were
guests
Thursiay evening of ing. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Davidson. stationed in Sparta; Wis.. and Mrs.
, •Mrs. Hanry Hargis and the mereMayrelle Johnson. Mrs.
Club Hears, Dr. Carr .
Mr. and MrS. Roby Robertson at
-Route 7. Murray'are receiving con- Williams' brothel-, Wesley and Ray- bees. will exchinge•Christinis
A: 3.1. Wolfson. Miss Ola Brock
.
.
their home on Olive'street: A debirth of a mond Farmer of Terre, Haute. Ind.
Ms.a. Lillian Hollowell, Miss Cathe- .Dr.- John W. Cary. former presia gratulations on the
1;cious buffet super was tensed rine Fehrer,
dent and "the Grand Old Man of daughter .Noventber 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Bailey and
bliss
Grace
Wyatt
RAKED TURKEY DINH= I following which bridge was playdaughter- Palmy Jean spent the
and Mrs. A. C. LaFollette. ft Murray College,'/spoke at the NoEVERY SUNDAY
ed. Prizes were'awarded Mr. and program
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Parmer Key. tfolidays with her parents Mr. and
is in conformity with a vember meeting of tasea_ Magazine
Mrs- Dan Hart for high scores.
Fried Chkkeine Het Disevits
rs. Walter Bilbrey and his fathgeneral federation project, and Club, Moeda". at the home of -Route 3,- Murrily. are proud parEvery DIY
Those present were Mr and Mrs
Ants of a boy born November 30. er J. A. Bailey of Model. Tenn.
all members are -urged to attend: • Mrs.-E. A. ''ticker.
Itairt.'Mr. and hilesaTafiraank K:
Dr. Carras subject was "Ameri- He weighed 5 lb. 9a2 or.
Carter Bailey. who is• working on
Murray Grove LIB Woodmen
BLUE BIRD CAFE
Mr. and Mrs. Will la Whitnell an
Douglas Dam at Jefferson City,
Mr. and Mrs, Ottis Vaientille
Circle 15 to have a Christmas party can Writers At I Nave Kneiwili
tfte.-hosts. -- s
presented
it in .5
The Desert Song, December 4.
Tenn.. was called home to be at
111 1.1ae latisne of Mrsr-Maraha Carter Them.",etruis he
manner,
humorous
711 Olive street, 7 pare" Every delightiully
member is invited. All attending quoting frc.m their poetry and
othdr works.
ar; to bring a 25 cent gift.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, chairman;
conducted the routine business seaRev. Mullins Speaks. To F-TAion. The club voted $5 to the
Religious Anti-Tuberculosis Christma.a_ seal
-Our Spiritual and
Needs- as they relate to presereZ campaign.
Refreetimenis
were
ing the home frojra was the subject served by the hostess. Mrs. Tucker.
of the address of the Rev. T: H.
•• •• ••
Mullins, Jr.. to the Murray/High Deltas Meet'AtClub House
School P-TA at the regular.. meetMrs. Georee Hirt, Mrs., H. C.
ing held. Wedneaday afternoon in
the high scbool-auditorit: - Mr,. Corn. Mrs. Whit Imes, Mrs. B. H.Hall Hood.' led in the devotional Cootier and Mrs...A,. B. Austin•
. and Miss Jane Sexton presented were hostesses at the Woman's
416 I her sixth grade music pupils an Club hOuse Tuesday evening for
I several' .
- meal numbers.'
the December Meeting of the Del• ----A I The business meeting V7
ta Department.
Mrs. George E.
1
"..h.pre0.,
_Has Overtly) chairman, presided.
lareded the progasash was
x ! over by Mrs H. J. Fent
Mrs. 'instead of a regular program,
2 I Harold- Van Winkle gave . a .teptrl the filling of army kits was sponon the convention held *et freli- sored by Mrs. Fore/Mar Graham
.--Everyone likes to remen recently. - .Mr. Filbeck . ex- -and
- litni•We.a. Purdom, „The ena n d we
plained the ltactSiV programa whit-h- tire group joined
in ' singing
is being introduced in the schooLs. Christmas carols led by Mrs. A. D.
have the ones that will
The group .voted to contribute Butter worth.
please!
to the fund which is being siglicited
Refreshments were served
throufti `the gage_ sena-civic organi- the hostesses.
• • •..•
zations in Mar:ray to establtsh a
scholarship for a student nurse.
The Desert Komi. bemoan. 4.

the bedside of his father - J. A.
Bailey of Model, Tenn., watt was
very ill but is some better now.
61. Jesse McNutt, stationed at
Fort Leonard Wood. Mo., took supper with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Bailey Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miles and
daughters, Willouise and
Joan.
spent Sunday with her parents
'Mr. and Mrs. D, E. Largent of
Dover, Tenn.
Mr.' and Mrs. R. B. Epting of
Monticcello, S. C., -are the , parents of a son. Richard Conrad, who
was horn on November 17 at the
Baptist hospital in Columbia. S. C.
Mrs. Epting .is the former Miss
Censtanee Whitnell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Whitnell -of
Murray.
Mrs. E. C. Overby, for several
days has been confined-to her bed
with an attack of appendicitis__
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Engagement Of, Mks Wait -'
And Mr. Jones Is Announced _•
The following announcement will '
be of interest to a wide eircle Of
friends of beta Miss West and
Mr. Jones:
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. West of
Highland Park, Ill.. announce-the--------.
engagement of their daughter.
aaelon Marguerite, to Garnett Hood
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Janet of Murray.
Beth Miss West and her fiance
attended Murray State College. Miss West was a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota, national honorary
mesic fraternity. Mr. Jones Is An
army cadet. in training at Oxnaid.
Calif.
The date of the wedding will be
innounced later.
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Nylon Hose

()takes

•We now have a litnited supply of
!

-a

NYLON HOSE

-

on hand; and Will

sell a pair to each purchaser of a War Bond in our store

•

4.9

TIM
MOM

N)Alikalkath.likAlail.lihNakatat
DEC3t
Ehaddlidiatai
URSDall.ailiiksli
MBER 3
Triailiaihad
'1942
• CIVIC
• SOCIAL
"1)1
• FASHION
„
•,FEATURES

DECEMBER fONLY

togsi

as long as our simply lasts-

P

The supply is limited; first come, first served.
War Bonds must be bought in our store to be
eligible to buy Nylon Hose.

•

•

1

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR.
Buy a War Bond On December 71.
• s.

•

GkasStott'

.
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IDEAL TO GIVE AT CHRISTMAS!

1

,

WWWICIMItarettlanstagiglasgslargellananellreaterentgigellOMPIPIPIllrgen
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• TINT

. Wide Selettion

•

both''
1E and WOMEN-.
-

;

for

Bring Your Mothers Along
—WHEN

to43 •

,•
May We Suggest as a, Pleasing Csift-

Phoenix Hose
ASiilable for Ladies in
MEER 1 a's'a.N

_

$11 5.
cem_rox usLz
- •
S I and $115

Children's !egging

-Murray

salaam........snawaxasodahainaomousanainasusanahainyoina
•

•
St
"

Mrs. Ethel _Key

Miss Effie Watson

-

BRowNsiu 511011rST0RE
4

Reduced Mesa

We Still Specialize in Children'. Wear!

ADAMS
_

Suits at

lot of Ladies' Hats, values up to
$2.25, now selling for
••••-•_
•••
.

Also choice selection of Phoenix *
Hose for Men and Anklet.
• for Children.

Phone 106-W

._ •
Murrity Fashion Sh7..pe successor to-Mtrray Garment -- Company, which was destroyed by fire .ins,Qctober..We
do hope we will be-able to'Serve Yi:4-u With: the fineklu...woinen's wear in .our new locaeon;
-

•••
One

106 South
Fifth Si.
_

•

See Our Wonderful
.Line Of Giftst-• •
•
• .5_s
• -

$1_6.5

•

Th-urstioy, December -.1.0

VISIT OUR SHOP!

7.•

.

.11...5YON MEsir

COTTON MESH

YOU

We have manyllings Ilhat will piease her, too.
*.be should see our line of charming LINGERIE,
including Dyed Satins; and 1101.1ECOATS, in
.6beniire0,
-: Wool Fleeces,' an d Satins for both
children and -grown-ups; 'also GLOVES, in Pigshin, Kids, and Charmenes.

$1-to $1.65'
•

.

Tony Tot Shop
West Side of Sqpare

. Mrs. Dell Fiii(ney, Prop.
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The Desert Song
To Be Presented
Friday Night
The Desert Song, a musical play
in two acts, will be peeeeosed by
Sigma Alpha iota Music Fraternity
k and Sock and Buskin Club of
Murray State College in the college auditorium tomorrow (Friday)
_
night at 8:14 p.m.'
Following is the cast of characL
ters:
.
s Sid El Kar, the -Red Shadow's
--,liesitenant, Kenneth Kitchen.
Hadji, a Riff farmer, Robert
Shanklin.
Ned, Hadji's Wife, Marjorie Foos
shee.
Benjamin, society correspondent
for the "Paris Daily Mail", Kenny
Keane.
a
Captain (Paul Fontaine, Jimmie
Endicott.
Margot Bonvalet, guest of General Birabeau, Louise Putnam.
I.Helen Floyd, understudy).
General Birabeau, Governor of a
a
French Moroccan Province, Oliver
Hoot
.
Pierre Birabeau, his only son,
Bob Arnoldi.
Susan, his ward, Mariep Fletcher.
Edith, her friend, Margaret Mae
Holland.
Azuri, pen Ali's favorite, Marion
Sharberough.
Ali Ben Ali, Caid of a adi tribe,
Herbert Tex.
Clementine_ a 'Spanish
lady,
Helen Craig.
Minder, Arnold Wirtala, Hassi.
Frank Adams, leading members of
the Red Shadow's band.
.
Lieut. La Vergne, of the French
Legion,
Ralph.
Foreign
Charles
Sergeant De Boussac, of the
French Foreign Legion. Jean Ryan.
Guard. Donald Stroud.
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CHRISTMAS
Sttould Be Made

Not

Later Than

December 15!

LOVE'S
STUDIO
-
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'Fulton, who is in Naval Officer's Mrs. Fred Eisinger, Mrs. Iola B.
Training at Northwestern Uni- Bryan and Mr. George Blanks have
versity, and Mr. end Mrs. William returned to their home in WashSuiter
of
Mr. and Mrs. Noble
pace and family.
ington, D. C. following a visit
_
St Louis spent last week-end visitMr . 'E. C. Mathis -has returned with. Ur. Schroader's mother
97 'RACHEL ROWLAND.'
prg Mr. Suiter's parents, Mr. and from
other
relaSchroeder
and
B.
F.
where
she
West
Coast
the
Rome Demonstration Agent
Mrs. J. W. 'Sinter of Route ti, Mur- visited ip sap Francisco,
gterkeleY. tives.
Take care et your no:use/tad rub.ray.
Los Angeles, Hollywood and Long
her. Haven't you-heard that many
Mrs. Rudell Parks of Louisville Beach, Celifornia, stopping entimes recently? But just what are
visited her parents Ur. and Mrs. route at El Paso, Texas and Juarez,
the simplest and best methods, of
Prentice Thomas on Sycamore Mexico. Mr. Mathis was unable
prolonging the life_nt .thoise
street last
week. Her husband to accompany her as it was imThere are 31,500 surgical
'tides?
came in Wednesday and spent the possible for him to be relieved of
dressings in the Red Cross
Just remember that heat, light
day.
his duties as railway agent. Mrs.
surgical dressings room above
and grease are enemies of rubber,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Roberson had Mathis was accompanied by her
Turner's store, to be completed
and that when- you protect your
as their guests for the Thanksgiv- daughter. Mrs. W. M. Owen of
by January 1. There are also
rubber articles from these you are
ing season Mr. and Mrs. Crit Jackson, Tenn.
several thousand yards of mawell on the .road of making them.
Jones, Misses Ruth and Betty Jones
Mrs. Flossa Allsman of Mayfield
terial in the Red Cess sewing
last longer.
of Clanton,
above
Graham
room
which
is
was a week-end visitor with her
Heat quickly weakens and cracks
Mrs.' Vernon Sttsbbleheld, Jr. sister Mrs. E. C. Overby and Mr.
& Jackson, to be finished
rubber, Making it stIcky and lifeweekShaw,
were
and son, Verson
arouqd the same time. There
Overby.
less. It doesn't matter whether theend guests of her paients, Mr. and
are essential national defense
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge „Jones
heat is from the sun or thles-stare,
Mrs. M. E. Shaw of Hickman.
courses offered almost weekly
of Lexington, Ky.,,were week-end
keep your rubber thirigs..f.'sivsay
Mrs. Ronald Churchill is the visitors of her father Cecil Thurby the loyal Red Cross. Are
from it.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph mond and sister Rebecca. They
you sharing in your country's
If oil, grease or tar is left on
Churchill of Fort Worth, Texas. also visited with Mr. Jones' father
defense work?
rubber any length ,of time it is
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Pool were and mother, Mr and Mrs. Leslie
Gasoline, sugar, and coffee
absorbed,
making
the
rubber
are already rationed, and many
week-end visitors in St. Louis.
Jones of South Pleasant Grove.
swell and become weak. Usually
are putting 10% of their inGene Patterson, J. Buddy FarRoy Holcomb who was born and
a bath of warm water and soap
mer, Ed Wilson Farmer and Paul reared in Murray and for last sevConies in defense bonds. Your
will remove these. But if some
local Red Cross asks that each
Williams, who are students it the eral years has been in business in
Gloria Jean (pictured above) is grease or tar still remains sponge
of you, individually and volSignal Corps Training School in Salem, Ill., has been inducted Into
one of Hollywood's most talented the .spot with a - dry cleaning fluid
untarily, ratioo part of your
Lexington. spent the Thanksgiv- the army and is now stationed at
youngsters, who in "Get Rep to such as carbon tetrachloride. But
time, giving at least 10% in
ing holidays here with relatives. Camp Grant, Rockfard, Ill.
be sure to leave on only.. a:
service.
-Aviation Cadet Joe D. Paschall
takes the part of a fullLove,"
Miss Nora McKee! of Paducah
minutes as dry cleaning fluids
Do you know what this
Mrs. Paschfall of . Maxwell was a weisk-end visitor with relaand
fledged movie star. • Tins picture, damage the rubber if left on 1 ger
You usually
would mean?
Field, Montgomery, Ala., are spend- tives- in Murray.
-a tuneful, breezy, romantic dra- than 2 or 3 minutes.
spend around 10 lives of,each
ing a nineteen day furlough with
/
Mrs. B. W. Overby had as her
an
e
articles
,'gbeectohm
Rubber
mayi,a
hue is due at the Varsity Theatre
day in various dairy activities,
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.?. guests during the Thanksgiving
more damaged during at
next 'Tuesday and Wednesday.
totaling about 70 hours a week.
Paschall of Hazel Apci Mrs. Evelyn holidays Mr. and Mrs. C. E.'Luter
ored propin actual use unless
If every person in Calloway
Gibbs.
of Meridian, Miss, and the Rev.
should
be
erly.
The
article
save
even
107e,
would
county
Miss Mary Jo Pentecost of Som- and Mrs.. warcs•--,Ilaze•op. ot
W.S.C.S..Slasta -Teistalar Afternoon thoroughly clean
eley then
or a minimum of 7 hours •.a
erville, Tenn., spent the Thanks- Newburn, Tenn.
or - -talweek out of fo, entirely to
The Woman's Rodney-of Christian Ipeldkliid, with
giving holidays with her grandHoffman Swann, recently of
folded. Do not
some phase of local defense
Service met Tuesday afternoon at cum if it is to
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Camp Swift, Texas, has spent the
work there would be no unthe Methodist church with the hang rubbet t ing or gaCacti hose
Johnson.
past few days with his parents,
finished quotas and the counpresident, Mrs. J. T. Cochran, pre- over a single support as it may
Pfc Oron Outland arrived. here Mr. and Mrs. Robert Swann; He
break froth/bending sharply. Intry's defense program would
siding.
yesterday from Sault Ste. Marie. will leave today to report to Fort
be rightfully shared by many - 'The meeting was called to order stead use two or three supports or
Mich., to visit his wife, Uri Out- Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas,
instead of being left to a faith- - with silent meditation, with quiet better. gill, 'Place in a box or
land. and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. for new duties.
on a flat surface. When rubber
It is everyone's
• ful few.
Woodard ()attend, He is on a 10music by Mrs. L. R. Putnam at the
Mr. and Mrs. George K. Overbey
galcisnes cir boots are riot in use
country and everyone's job,
day furlough: When 'he returns to made a business - trip to Louisthe
opening
piano.
Following
they/should be stuffed loosely with
and when others give their
duty Mrs. Outland will accom- ville last week-end. During their
prayer by Mrs. Cochran, routine
weeded-up Paper and kept in a
lives. 104 in time is little
pany him and plans to live hear absence, Bob and Don
business was disposed . of.
Overby
cool dark place.
"
enough,
the camp where he is stationed.
visited
their grandparents. Mr.
Mrs. A. C. Larollette was proThere-will be no ration cards
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Prieskorn, and Mrs. Wallace Key of Paducah.
gram chairmanor the afternoon.
_ for, this, and no bonds. But
7041 Angle Rd., Northville. Mich.,
Mrs. Ben B. Keys has returned
The devotional was led by Mrs. N.
in
dividends
will
be
fully
paid
enter-Lathed friends and relatives from Memphis where she spent
P. Hutson. A quartette from the
the knowledge that you are doThursday
with a
Thanksgiving several weeks at the Campbell
Junior department composed of
winning
this
ing your part in
dinner. Those partaking the hos- Clinic for treatment.
liti.arhara Ashcraft, , Betty Sue Hutthe
'war. You, yourself, will be
pitality were 'Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. W111 Shelton, visited her
son. Nancy Weir and Mary Sue
Murray children are invited to
judge of youf own patriotism.
H. Jackson, Flint, Mich, Miss husband at Memphis during the
Lafollette, were presented in two write to "Santa Claus", and hear
So start tomorrow in a volunDorothy Flippo. Murray-, -Ky., Mr. Thanksgiving holidays.
vocel,pumbers, "This Is m,y Fath- the good Saint read their names
tary IV: club of service!
and Mrs. -Eugene Holmes, -PlyMiss Mayme Ryen--of Drt,Y▪ ton.
er's World" and "Silent. Night." over the air. In care of WLAC,
mouth, Mich., Mrs. Chines Guilt, Ohio is exfseeted to arrive Sunday • • Mrs. Chas. Stewart, Red Cross
Miss Josephine Crawford, a Mur- Nashville, Tenn.
Publicity Chairlbn
Brutus, Mich. The afternoon was for a few days' visit with her
ray State College student from
Santa Claus is being heard over
spent in lively conversation. Mrs. parents. Mr. and Mrs, Nat Ryas.
Lynn Grove, presented two -ap- WLAC each afternoon at .415,
Prieskorn was the former Eron - Mr. and Mrs John Miller and
Christmas Seals' havehelped to propriate readings: /The meeting speaking
from his great toy factory
Flipposof Murray.
daughter, Janet Shaw, spent the reduce tuberculosis from the first' was closed with yirayer by the in Icy Cape. Alaska, and he reMisserlffary Elizabeth and Retie week-end
cause
of
death
in
1912
to
the
with
Mrs.
Rev. T. H. htulUna''Jr.
Miller's
ports being made very happy over
Crass returned Monday from Chi- mother. Mrs. A. M Shaw, in State seventh.
There were 7 present.
the hundreds of letters he is recago where they spent Thanksgiv- Line, Ky.
ceiving from his little friends
ing holidays visiting with Henry
Mr and Mrs. Harold' Schroeder.
Murray, the Friendly City.
The Desert tmag, December 4.
iliAvn South,

Gloria Jean Is
Really,Growing Up

LOCALS

n.

LIVING AT
HOME

Give 10% In Service

GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
FOR MEN
•
$1.65 to $2.95

Serfs

at Neckwear

$1.00-

tany Ties
----7-$1.00Hansen Gloves
_ $2 to121
•

ROBES 7
Silk,• Wool; and Covert
.42:054.$17-50
•Dobbi
#5 to $12.50
latorweiresa Sod --43c e•32 -

Santa Claus
Now On WLAC

Ai MX
Mk
• Wel.RA MONO1160: I NIA NW 111C04!IteR PIA MA MR NIONIIIMINAIISAMeta:Iliftsf WOK.WA A'WNW Nie

I-.

JEWELRY
Tie Pizis,_Csglar Pins, Key
Chains, TI -Clasps, Cuff
Links, etc.
25c to $2.50
'Billfolds
Belts _

$1.00 to $5.00
50c to $2.50
Men's Linen

3 in

Rets. WOK.1470!NOMA NW:?VA WAIWO

HANDKERCHIEFS
a box_
$1.50-..

Others

10c to nit
:
•
•

1

For.Lovelyladiis

FOR SOLDIERS

p.

Soldiers' Socks, Handkcr-w
'chiefs, and Ties
75c to $1.50
Soldiers' Dress Oxfords $6.50
Campo Kits for Soldiers $2.50
°the*. Military Sets
$3.50 to $5.00
•••
Hyde Park Suits'
$32.50 to $40.00
Style Mart Suits..
$26.50 to $35.00
•
PAJAMAS
Silk and Broadcloth
$1.65 to $5.95
• -ft
'GfFT BOXES
•
_far Shiiti_Li
Sotko,
Sarfa and Moves..

SLtPS are •avallable in Crepes or Satins-tailored
or lace trimtifed.-From #1.50 to #4.00.
You can make up a charming LINGERIE SET here for her by buying
matching slips, gowns,sand panties - or a robe and gown set that
would delight any wornan.
We- have the famous Rhytbin, Barbizon and Miss New Yorker
undrhings for women:

4
114

Aeother suggestion worth serious consideration:'Giv her one of our Nr.
gorgeous ROBES! We have a wonderful selection
everything froth \
Velvets to Cottons, including Qtalted Satins, Brujihed Avows,'ow - -s.'
mines, Figured Crepes, and Cotton Prints and Fidersuclers...
Priced from $2.30 Op.
••-

igLOYES are always a welcome gift
We have the famous Hansen Gli3V1341,4J2...1(41s, Fabrics, ind
- Front #1.00 to $4.00
malikkb
st
✓
i

Avg_'WRAP GIFV3-

1

Ai

when one is buing gifts
,
-

orn-Austin

A
A
A
A

we have ever bad in our shop. A wide assortnienf Of White,
2
Iiitported, Embroidered Linen Handkerchiefs; and Prints and
2
A
Solids in Linens and Cottona. Pricod from 24c to $2.50 eaclff
opij
.... ,,

lovinciDreancymPrigarlevehimmitiimitttroceekrectitiocitairthce

ACCESSORIES'are never to be forgotten

,. .

,.

You are gure to -please her with a gift of HOSE . ..
Choose sheer rsyon, $1.26 pr.; lisle, $1.50 pi ., i ii' cotton sports, $1 %Tr.
sr •

A•change of- accessories helps make:4)1,o outfit do the'w4tiltic of three or four, simply ly changing- those accesnowIte. Ira an-inexpensive yet *mart-way Io en,
large !ye, woman's wardrobe!-'

• a

Gladys Scott

'
s

The Fashion Store for Women
tikiNilifIR1ON

ION W.4i

•

...slanal
_.
a
'
A
A

I'llIS YEAR we are proud to announce that we
have ale best seltction of
' ,

,LADIES' FINEIHANDKERCHIEFS
✓

••••-

Itaiaaraistiotastasisaisisoixaskaaasisiskah
.

;
w

SHIRTS

Manhatten Shirts $2.50 to $3
Euro Shirts
$2 to $3
Towne Shirts
$1.95
•
Capeskin Jackets
$9.95
•

;AV1" ttiION VAi

al%1/4.1i

IOX

-I -7
isiX Ali

'OAION WV.
• 7-

A
"'"
'
•• •••••'•••`-----1- ••-•-•

•

M
--;;

-

•
-

-1`

.•••••••••=ii•

•

41.:.7--Irele
, tael.S:.:

•

OPT - FADED
mm.4
••••
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=
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• FINED $100
I HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL
I Offers
.:
Eh Lassiter was fined $100 and
'
I.xcellent
I....costs arid-sentenced to 60 days in
I WE HANDLE DeiCalb Hybrid Seed Opportunities •
Arba Nix.and son
Baptist Woman's Missionary
Shirley,
''''"jail for having liquor in his peeFl
each tnebrliCilk.
•PHONE 55
Corn; Hutson's and Armour's Fer"--Cpurch
Friday
Society to Meet at
-_ week.
• hit sesidon, for sale, by the Calloway
,•
/ Wirers; Grey Seal House and Barn
_enrolling ofKnaign Jr: Co
Mn. Marti NTICWirs
tont
The WMS of the Hazel BaPtiat
Arts...
tax jut county court Monday, He apPaint.'
J.
Taylor
Seed
_
and
forficer
for the U. • S. Maritane Sen. 'Church ,will
Reti
.
will meote.4it the church sister-liPtiie
pealed-'the case to the circuit court.
plemerit Co.
tf-c vice. Traction Building. Cincinnati.
--. •
_ •
"
Friday,
4. in observance-Jet*. •
-^
sat
For
t
For Sale17
has announced that 500 men are of the week of prayer for the
b$- h•
I STREAMLINED WRECKER SLRParcof
the
activities
flinineedrbY
•
needed from the Cineinnati area tie Moon Christmas offering for room in We Hazel with illness.
VICE.' New equioment. 24-hour,
I
the Christmas Seal Campaign is an
FOR LENT: So room unfurnished Auto-tind siagon ta
.
rpaulins, treated FOR SALE: Dressed hogs, 200 to fast, dependable Wrecker Service. to fill quotas for the Merchant Foreign Missions.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Herndon had. X-raying program among school
house w.th bath; circulating beet- *turn - water -and last well. D4f-4-300 lbs. Pick them out on foot and
Marine from now until December
weekthe
Charges reasonable. Day phone
The group will convene at 10:30 as their, visitors over
- children and college students.
At included; located on Mayfield
ferent sizes. Sexton-Douglass Hdwe I will butcher them when you
15. 'All are to be sent to the ri-ew
Night phone 424.-Porter Motor
o'clock. All members are asked end their sons, Hurbert Herndon
road beyond vollege.
CoMpany.
ltp want them. R. 34. Miller. Phone Company, Chevrolet Sales and Maritime Service training station
to come, bring their lunch, and and Mrs. Herndon of Murray, and
Phone 221.
lie
lip
2904, C011ege*Additint7.
_
Sers1ce.
if at Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, N. spend the day. Mrs. 0. B. Turn- Clarence Woodrow Herndon and
•
FOR SALE: 3-dozen White Leghorn
V. •
RE?': 5- goons -unfurnished hens -one year old, -75e eaeli.--lifys.
be in charge of the pro- Mrs. Rerndoh of Corpus Christi.
FOR SALL:The .1. C. Morgan home
Enlistments' are being accepted bow will
I
• house on North 6th Street. See 0. L. Broach. Phone 5034.
Tex.
Swann s Grocery
..
place; 70 acres, all good bottom
men from 17 to 35 who are gram.
of
.
Steward and little
John Lampitins. north of Murray.
Foster
rrs.
land. Four-room house, well, stiiphysically fit. Three months of
Phone 6117R4.
24-PHONES--25
ltp AVON VECIALS--Order must be _ble Electricity available. Located
The Hazel P,TA, will hold its daughter Ann of Paris were in
basic villains fit enrollees for draft
•
regular monthly meeting in the Hazel last week visiting friends.
in by Dee. 10-Bath-Powder, $1 39. -cin Murray-Mayfield highway, one
12c
Bananas,
lb.
Nice
vessels,
Merchant
jobs,
on
exempt
FOR RENT: One 'furnished room
(Continued from Page 1)
Claud Wilson of South Dakota
December 10 vz,ith Mrs.
special $1.10; Rose Cold Cram. mile east of Coldwater. An excelSc
Fancy Oranges. 2 for
Starting at $200 a month. Four- auditorium
- for light housekeeping. wish sink.
good for 5 gallons each.
Hazel
in
vacation
t9c. special 69c: Bath Salts. 69c. lent farm. Will sell at bargain if
Paul Dailey in charge. Everyone is spending his
25r
Dozen
_hot and cold water: also one sleepDo not detach coupons from teent months of sea duty will
Wilson.
with his father A. A.
'special 57c: Sachet Powder, only sold at once. See L. H. Pogue,
is urged to be present.
trig,foom. See Mrs. Attie Miles,
Sc
Hand' book to yoUr gas make seamen eligible for officer's
book-.
Will Frank Steely attended the Large Grapefruit. each
23c with-a good order. Mrs. Hunter Murray, Phone 694R4.
N12-4tc
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson of
502rWest Maple St., or call 797-R. 4
dealer to tear out when buying training, leading to cordmissions
„last, Thurs- Cooking and Eating ApplesParis
in
game
football
Love, Phone 924.
,
1$
Monday
night
'in
and positions that pay more than Paducah spent
ltp
gas.
Galion 29e; Bushel Sack__21.111
FOR SALE: The Dick Wilcox farm
Hazel and were guests -in the home day.
A coupons are good as set forth 4-)00 a month.
FOR SALE: 157 acres. Vo miles in Locust Grove . neighborhood.
Rev, J. E. Skinner of Murray Fancy Rice, lb.
lie
All Maritime enrollees are en- of Mr. and Mrs. Macorr Erwin near
on
inside
of
the
cover.
itie
front
-cast of Hazel, known as the W. Anyone interested should see Auheld a Thanksgiving service at the Large Prunes. lb.
17e
Crossland.
Lost and Found
Naval
of
the
Class
M-1
listed'in
M. Rays home place. Bargain if sold drey Canon. at Murray Lumber As an example .all-doupons numHazel Baptist church last ThursReserve, thus receiving a full
Apple Juice, 12-oz. can
111.7
Rev. and Mrs. J. H Thurman of
at oneessa_66,000. Ste .1. D. Hamil- Co., or Wylie Young, in Myrray- bered 3 are good _anytime Iron:
at 7:15 am.
morning
day
Receipt of an Murray were -in 'Hazel Monday
LOST: A featherbed betiveen Birk- ton. Murray.
December 1 to January 21. They military status.
quart bottle
20c
Apple
Juice,
Dec3.10-pd
Wilcox,
Dyersburg.
or
write
R.
L
•
Miss Ann Herron and Miss LauArmy . induction notice does not afternoon visiting relatives and
sey and Coldwoter on ThanksgivTenn.
N26.D3,10-p can be used any time needed berene Curd who are teaching in Rich flavor California Peaches friends.
ing Day, blue and white tick. FOR SALE: 2 good bird dogs; 1
tween these dates. You, do not bar enlistment.
25c
No. 21,can
Illinois spent the holidays with
Ensign Jahn said that the an.
Finder please notify, L. A.'Cooper, Remington automatic shot gun: 1
have to use thern eac,h Seek.
Robert L. TurnboW who is staNo.
303
of
Illinois
Cent.
2
S.
Pride
Mrs.
T.
and
Mr.'
parents
their
rerchant
growth
of
the
Route 2. Farmington
ltp case of shells. W. H. Brooks. TeleB and C coupons are good any ticipated
tioned at Millington, Tenn.. was in
25C
Cans
and W. Curd.
phone 5714. •
lie
time between dates ,shown on the Marine at the conclusion of the Hazel Saturday night' and Sunday Herron
A son was born to Mr, and Mrs. Snowdrift. 6.w -swim. ••e i I i ng
war will assure all enlisted me to visit his parents Mr. and Mrs.
front
cover
of
the
book.
FOR SALE: 'One C. C. Case tree,. WANTED TO BUY: A good used
Wyley Parker last Wednesday at
91.46
of lifetime jobs at sea if they care 0. B. Turnbow and family.
tor. breaking.plows. corn cultiva- bicycle for boys& Phone 221.
ltc
a
Ma
Keys-Houston Clinic.
' • Vlb. basket '-'
FUEL OIL
to plirsue such a career. However,
LOOK! . LOOK!
Mr. and lifts. M. W Osborn and
tors, disc harrow. N. K Douthitt,
'
Fuel oil can be bought *Oil De- all may rMtien to their civilian poSyrup.
12-os.
bottle
20e
Cabin
Leg
and
McLeod
liable
Wilson
Mrs.
eThe
WANTID: 613 looses to
Sylacauga, Ala
- Wecember lb wi
a l'r cessation of bostili- daughter Laura of
Or
Jr., of Paducah. Mr. and--11Veg, bottle
yen A.
Desert Sons College Auditorium.
tvere Saturday guests in the home
fuel
oil
couponsarc
teadtr.“-.0011146- Brovns,---Ms- and-Mrs.(aiaaaps
750
Fell Sat., -Pa:ember 4, 5 We have some extra -values in Dec. 4. at &24 P.M.
M9.16.133-c
brother,
Herman
fisborn's
Mrs.
house heating) ikadr inv. Wan
Heavy Hens
Meer Mama Syrup. ivid22. Palm
Ille- ntattressee-beciroiittosuites, kitchen
Duey and Mrs. Bucy and sister-an., Yin Wilwn_snd _bib_ .7land. _
Wilson of the U.S. Army want- jug
660
Jae- cabinets. utility cabinets,- hand- WANTED 1s0 HINT: Two bedroom mailed out.
gprinf tideliters
Miss Emma Hooper.
father
of
their
guests
week-end
Leghorn Hens
s
14e made chairs, and floor rugs. Sex- modern furnished house or apartDainty Blietilt Flour. 24 lbw
Truck Owners
Catherine
Latimer.
Miss
Julia
Miss
Wilson
and
and sister H. A.
ige ton-Douglass- Hdwe Co.
Leehorn Springers
ltp •ment by officer who is a homeJersey Cream Flour, 24 lbs. 81-86
Operators who have filed applicawho is employed in Clarksville, Anne Lee.
owners Immediate or near future.
Rooster,
les
Is
55c
tions
for
CertifiCates'
of
War
Nethe
week-end
in
the
Exclusive Flour, 12 lbs.
Tenn.,
spent
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilson of
Esc,
36e FARM FOR SALE: 571-2 acres, lie Lt. Earl C. Richardson. 302 Bathome of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
miles south of 'Kifksey on-Murray- talion, Camp Tyson, Tenn.
21c cessity but who have not received
Millington Camp, near Memphis, Quakee-d$S, 211-es. cartes
their certificates may obtain' temJohn Latimer.
25c
Kirk-sty' highway. Good house,
2 for
Tenn., were in Hazel Satiarday
•
25e
3-10. carte.
outbuildings. A good honk at a
Tuberculosis is a communicable porary rations sufficient to operate
Stating that the greater part of • Mrs. May Newton of near Ful- night and Sunday to visit his
S. 13th St.
Phone 441
reesonable pc.' See Max B Hurt disease and is spread from -the sick through December 31.
the
responsibility for supplying ton, Ky., and Mrs. Mary Stephen- mother Mrs. Grace C. Wilson and Quaker Alobsiny Grits, a geed winThe holder of such a temporal's United Nations war food needs son and son Jimmie of Puryear
at Murray.
tic to the tirell
foe
ter food, cartes
family.
ration or any holder of a Certifi- rests with American firrners, Sec- Tenn., were recent gurgle in the
Boyd Neely of Clarksville. Flake HomIns, 2-lb. carton
10c
cate who' is dissatisfied with the retary of Agriculture Rickard out- home of their osisters and aunts,
Tenn., spent the weeifiend with
There will be no more .canned
amount of gasoline that has been lined this week a 1943 farm pro- Miss tmma'llooper and Mrs. Lothome folks.
Hominy!
allowed him may appeal at once duction program calling for the tie Bucy and Mr. Bucy.
Mrs. Julia Bray returned home Cheese. Kraft - Bib. bes
$1.68
for a modification to.., his ODT dis, largest output in history.
Mrs. Birdie Preesiner of Paris. Siinday from Paris, Tenn., where
67c
2-11). box
trict. office, after which a corThe ,program set up production Tenn. was the week-end 'guest of she has been for the past few
rected Certificate may be ?issued if goats for individual crops and live- Mrs. D. N. White and mr. White.
34c
Longhorn Cheese, lb.
_due cause for making such a cor- stock, dairy and poultry products - Joe Paschall, who is in camp at weeks visiting her children, Mrs. Pork Chops, lb.
,.
35c
Charlie Provine, Mrs. Shells Petty
rection is shown.
which are designed to provide a Montgomery. Ala.. accompanied by
36e
Pork Ilam. fresh, lb.
Farmers should make such ap- pool of food greater than this his wife, are in Hazel this , week and Graham Bray and 'family.
Mr. and Mrs. Winford.Wartield. Perk Shoulder. Iceab..11i:-__ 13e
peals-through the county agent or. year's record production: The goalt visiting his parents Mr. .and Mrs.
Mr. and.Mrs. R. M. Vance and litdirectly, to their County War placed greatest emphasis on those
D. Paschall and family.
Dur gas is cut, so. we can not
Board, The War Boards will re- crops 'end livestock products mast 'Mr. and Mrs. V. K Lane and tle ion Richard Morris were- in
deliver snore than half. 'ThereKuttawa, Ky., Sunday
visiting
view the individual cases and send essential to Oriel war effort.
family
spent this iveek-end in
fore we ask the coopefation of
their recommendations to the OCT . in general, the gtsals called for Dixon. Term., visiting Mrs. Lane's relatives and friends.
all in . conserving gas and tires.
district office tor correction.
We may be able to deliver two
more meat and milk• mote• poul- mother. Mrs. J. W. Dean and
•
Thest
C
hrietinas
Seal
Campaign
is
trips in the niorning and one in
-try and eggs. More of the vege- daughter Mrs. W. W. Allmpn.
the evening from 3 until 4:30.
tables high' in 'toed value.- 'more
Everard Hicks of the U. S. Army one of the oldest health drives in
corn and 'less wheat, more pea- camp in Mississippi is visiting his the -country, having started in 1907.
Want
to her Popcorn In ear: good
nuts for food and vegetable oil, parepts. Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Hicks.
country hams; fresh sausage, ribs,
C
IUT
lAhlONDS
more long-staple cotton and less
Mrs. "J. B. Gifford and NUL Walis the seventh cause
Tuberculosis
4Continued from Page 11
and Lie k bones.
short-staple cotton, arid more po- lace Gtfford. and Will' Benson' of of death in the United States In
Are alwa 'a gracious. lasting gift.
ago there were almost three tin*, lanes. `tiiy beans sad peas.
Campbell,
visited her aunt 1912 jt was the fint cause.
it as many deaths from tuberculosis
As Low As $7.50
1/
.. as there are today. and in that
period this disease has fallen
the first to the seventh pike
among the causes of death. Nev!"ertheless. tuberculosis cause's more
deaths .than any - other disease
among worsen in the ages between
20 and 30 and among men in the
LODGE RINGS
age group from 30 to 40 years-AlsO birthstone
IC years when manpower and womanrings. dinter rings. V' power are vital to America's war
effort.
and cameos.
•,7l
-Another reason to;''
encourageVIF vent is llaso feet that we know
enough'about the habits of the tobercie bacollus. so that we can pi7e.
sent its spread from one person to
another if only we apply our
knowledge and obtain the assistance of everyone who ra in ,COO'C
-tact with the tuberculosis patient.4
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Wickard As Largest Farm
Crop in History

Boggess Produce Co.
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Attention:Tobacco'Growers
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Outland's Lia!::fe Floor
Is open and now receiving
announced at a later date.
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-She Murray Lions Club, at. ita
'regular meeting at the -National
Hotel Tuesday night, una.nimously
apirobed -a resolution 'That the
Ltons\Chsh urge young j-people,
not to twit ichool either lq_make
money o?\ to tight but to-go to
school I elen
/
1
41,
lital7,:kigt) and' coliegei until
GoiMument says
it needs the;r1
auaticowelfare."
The resolutiorritovehsped as the
VW result of a task by De. C. S. 1.x.wal g_on the, cffects.'„of ths war,. on
.•
1
4
morality.
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-1. believe the war is diet:I:Tint
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aged
domestic life, prompting
July.
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..t3 and ,girls to quit school that they
;s0 may make
money .which they
•••• don't ilinsfw how tiosplifli wisely.
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Open Every Night Until Christmas!
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tobacco in that same, efficient manner as always -during our lifetime exposiasnejsi the tobacco business and the operation of auction sales floor. So, should you be %usable to sell your present crop at
satisfactory prices at your barn-door, we shall billed to assist in helping you- obtain those prices for which you are entitled.
r

of_soimkratiqa on the_part.of the tobacco buying interest, whether salei-a.r e -Toads 0- the barikroor or ipon our sides floor.
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